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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 17, 1973

Drug Council Will
Sponsor Contest,
Drug Abuse Week
October 21 through October 27
will be national Drug Abuse
Prevention Week and the
Calloway County Drug Council
will conduct a Bumper
Sticker slogan contest in the
elementary schools.
Cash prizes have been offered
to the students submitting the
top three slogans in each school
by the Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi and the
Peoples Bank. Two grand prize
winners will also be selected.
Willard Alls, chairman, said
the drug council realizes that
the success of participation for
this program depends on the
teachers. To reward the
teachers of the winners, a
JAYCEEE CHAPTER FORMED—Dr. Chris Emmert, plaque of appreciation for
TO TRINIDAD—Mr. and Mrs. Donald Starks and their children left to right, Paul , Walter and
of
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees, welcomes contribution to Drug Education Patricia, will leave Friday for Trinidad %here they will serve as missionaries with the Church of
president
Alan Caddie to the organizational meeting of the Murray State programs will be presented to Christ.
University Jaycee chapter. The chapter, which was organized the teacher of the student.
last night, is the first such university Jaycee chapter in the state. Teachers are asked to enSpeakers Tuesday at the MSU Student Union Building, were State courage students to submit a
Jaycee president Jim Sparrow, Sen. Carroll Hubbard, David slogan.
King,and Dr. Emmert. Seven members were signed up Tuesday,
The Donald Starks family, financially by other Churches of Mayfield High School and holds
Tau Phi Lambda women's
and another meeting will be held tonight at seven p.m. at the SUB. sorority and the Kiwanis Club formerly of Murray, will leave Christ in this area.
the M.A. degree from Murray
Staff Photo by David Hill will be the judges of the slogans. the United States on Friday,
Mr. Starks is a graduate of State University.
October 19, for the country of Murray High School, FreedFor the past nine years the
Trinidad where they will serve Hardeman College, David- Starks family has lived in West
as missionaries with the Church Lipscomb College and holds the Monroe, Louisiana , where Mr.
of Christ.
M.A. degree from Harding Starks has been associated with
Graduate School of Memphis, World Radio, an international
Among his other duties, Mr.
Term. His parents are the late mission work of the Churches of
Starks will be directing the
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Starks of Christ. He has served churches
Bible Correspondence Course
in Louisiana, Memphis, Term,,
Murray
work for the entire nation.
and Calvert City.
the
is
Marian,
wife,
His
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS mile zig-zag front and have ad- dio's top military commentator,
Their three children, Patricia
Seventh and Poplar daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.E.
The
Egyptian and Israeli tanks vanced toward Damascus along called the battle "the biggest
115), Walter (14), and Paul
sponsor
Murray.
will
SL,
Murray
in
16th
N.
of
church
Fisk
battled fiercely along the east- a hilly roadway to within about armored clash in our Inilitzu
this work and will be assisted Mrs. Starks is a graduate of 112), were all born in Murray.
history."
ern side of the Suez Canal to- 20 miles of the Syrian capital.
he
command
the
Neither
nor
day as Israeli jets pounded
"Fighting is raging with
Egyptian missile batteries on tanks," said a communique said how many tanks were participating.
the western bank, Israel said.
broadcast by Damascus radio.
U.S. Ambeaellior Kenneth B.
Syria said the Israeli warBoth sides had reported a big
planes also attacked Latakia tank battle on the Syrian front Keating met with Premier
and Tartus, Syrian ports on the Tuesday, with Israel claiming Golda Meir this morning "for a
Mediterranean where Soviet 105 Syrian and Iraqi tanks were talk," the Israeli government
supplies are reported arriving knocked out and Syria claiming reported. It gave no details.
The United States has
by sea to replenish the Arab 80 Israeli tanks were destroyed.
.•biecta, and folks around the beyond a reasonable doubt."
By CRAIG AMMERMAN
war machine. Three Israeli jets
Egypt said its troops also mounted an emergency airlift
country have reported seeing a Harder said Tuesday similar
Associated Press Writer
were shot down, Damascus fought a "vicious battle" on the to resupply the taxed Israeli arTwinkle, twinkle, little what? number of them in the last sev- creatures have been sighted
claimed, but it gave no infor- Sinai front Tuesday, beating senal and balance what WashReddish creatures floating eral days
elsewhere.
mation on damage to the ports. back a westward push by Is- ington calls the "massive" So- out of a strange spaceship with
Are they for real? Is another
Others agreed dist what the
to
aid
viet
force
Arabs.
the
military
commando
An Israeli
raeli tanks.
their crab-like claws? A turnip- civilization checking us out?
two saw were visitors from anPresident Nixon scheduled a shaped flying object that blinds
reported operating west of the
The Tel Aviv command
The answers depend upon other world, but there is no
canal in Egypt apparently pur- called today's Sinai tank battles Middle East meeting in Wash- with a flash of light? A flying which 7pert Etailing, and documentary proof such a thing
sued its mission of hit-and-run "large-scale" and said fighting ington today with four Arab machine shaped liked a cigar whether- or not you Pre--to
Alas happened.
strikes against Egyptian in- was raging along the central foreign ministers — those of that can turn off car engines lieve.
In 1969, the Air Force end
stallations in the rear.
sector of the 103-mile-long wa- Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Algeria with a flash of light?
One man who has had his -a 21-year study which took in
"If they were back, we would terway, which Egypt recroesed and Morocco.
They're unidentified flying hands full of reported UFOs is
(See UFO's. Page 12)
In Kuwait, representatives of
have announced it," said a mil- on Oct. 6 for the first time
Fred Diamond, the sheriff in
the
met
Arab
disnations
to
oil
itary spokesman in Tel Aviv.
Sinai
the
seized
since Israel
Pascagoula, Miss.
cuss the use of oil as a weapon
Syria said its armored forces peninsula in the 1967 conflict.
Diamond said Tuesday rerenewed their counteroffensive
Maj. Gen. Haim Herzog, for- in the war, one day after the
ports of UFOs have gotten so
against Israeli tanks that have mer chief of Israeli army in- oil-producing countries of the
bad and so numerous recently
driven into Syria along a 20- telligence and now the state ra- Persian Gulf announced a 17
that he hadn't slept in 24 hours.
per cent increase in their crude
Two burglaries were inPORTSMOUTH,Ohio AP —
This particular turn of events
oil prices.
vestigated by Murray City began last Thursday when For the second night in a row,
Associated Press newsman Police Tuesday, in which Charles Hickson and Calvin an unidentified flying object
Arthur Max reported from the thieves apparently used keys to Parker went fishing.
was seen over this city. It was
Syrian front that Israeli forces open coin-operated machines.
They said a blue craft sud- reportedly also visible in nearthere were making an inch-byPolice investigated a theft at denly appeared hovering above by Kentucky.
Ralph Bagley, Orlando, inch push toward the town of Todd Texaco Station on Main, the water, and out of it floated
Dan Robbins of radio station
Clear and cold tonight with
Florida artist and teacher, has Sasa, which guards the western where a thief used a key to open three reddish-looking charac- WPAY said he could see the obscattered light frost, low in the
completed a series of five four- access to Damascus and is 21 a drink machine and steal a ters with wrinkled skin. Hick- ject from the window of the
upper 30s and low 40s. Partly
hour lessons in charcoal and oil miles from the Syrian capital. $3.00 coin box and 62.00 in son and Parker said they were studio. He said the station had
cloudy and a bit warmer Thurspainting before a class of 25
"Tank and artillery clashes change.
escorted into this craft, where received calls about it from
day, high in the low 70s. Friday
Murray Art Guild members.
still are continuing in several
ALso investigated was the the creatures examined them both Ohio and Kentucky resicloudy with a chance of showplaces on the front line," said a report of a theft of a $5 coin box and then let them go.
dents.
ers.
Bagley's 35 years of teaching
communique Tuesday and 83.25 in quarters from a
Syrian
Robbins described the object
Two scientists with an interCloudy with a few scattered experience enables him to
night.
drink machine at the Highland est in UFOs, Dr. James Harder as cigar-shaped with a flat botshowers over the state Friday, explain with great clarity both
Israel also claimed it shot Center. Harold Stein, owner of of the University of Mississippi tom. He said it was white with
fair Saturday and Sunday. Cool the mechanical and artistic
10 planes over Syria.
down
the laundry center, also said and Dr. Allen Hynek of North- blinking red lights. He said it
nights and mild days. Early construction of a picture, a
The Israeli military com- that a clothes basket was also western, said they placed Hick- hovered over the western pormorning lows in the 40s. Day- guild spokesman said.
mand said a commando task stolen.
son and Parker under hypnosis tion of the city for more than
time highs in the 70s Friday
The Murray Guild hopes to
force
slipped across the Suez
Investigations of these oc- and after four hours of ques- an hour before moving slowly
and Saturday, and ranging have Mr. Bagley back in the fall
Canal Tuesday afternoon to currences are continuing, ac- tioning concluded:
across the river toward Kenfrom the mid 70s to around 80 of 1974 for more instruction,
tucky.
truth
the
telling
were
to
cording
police.
"They
12)
Page
Mideast,
(See
Sunday.
said a Guild officer

Donald Starks' Family Leaves For Trinidad

Egyptian, Israeli Tanks Battle
On Eastern Side Of Suez Canal

Reports Of UFO Sightings
Numerous In Past Few Days

Thefts Reported
Tuesday To Police

UFO Spotted for
Again Last Night

WEATHER Series Of Lessons
FORECAST Held, Art Guild
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Students From 14
States Expected
At String Festival
About 150 junior and senior
high school students from 14
schools in three states will be on
the campus of Murray State
University, Monday,Oct. 22, for
the 28th annual Quad-State
String Orchestra Festival.
Leonard D. Whitmer, festival
assistant
and
chairman
professor of music at Murray
State, said students from
Kentucky, Missouri and Tennessee will spend most of the
day in preparation for a concert
and recording session at 7 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium.
He added that the concert will
consist of two separate
programs—one for advanced
string students and one for
younger string students. Neale
B. Mason will conduct the advanced orchestra, and Dr.
Josiah Darnall will conduct the
younger group. Both Mason and
Darnall are members of the
music faculty at the university.
Whitmer emphasized that the
festival "is not competitive but
a one-day group activity to

Charlotte Lee
To Be Critic
For Festival
Miss Charlotte Lee, internationally known reader and
author, will be on the Murray
State University campus October 19 and 20 for the first MSU
Phi Phi Delta oral interpretation festival.
Sponsored by Ruby Krider,
advisor of Phi Phi Delta and

string
young
encourage
players."
He gave these outlines of the
two mpg:nuns:
Orchestra conducted by
by
Mason—"Passacaglia"
Kreisler,
von
Alexander
"Minuet for Moderns" by Alan
Shulman, "Conversation
Piece" by E. Chescoe, and
"Woodside Suite" ("March,"
"Mumoresque," and "Waltz")
by Francis Grant.
Orchestra conducted by
Darnall—"A Set of Four"
"Dance in Two," "Minuet
Pizzacato," "Slow Air," and
"Jig") by Wesley Sontag,
"Sunshine and Shadow" by
Philip Gordon, "Canyon S
Sunset," by John Caponegro,
"The Children's Waltz" by
Philip Klein and "Fumble
Fingers" by Caponegro.
Schools which will have
students participating in the
festival are:
Kentucky—Brazelton Junior
High School, Jetton Junior High
School and Paducah Tilghman
High School, all of Paducah;
Madisonville Junior High
School; and Madisonville-North
Hopkins High School.
High
Tennessee—Hillsboro
School, Robertson Academy,
Moore Junior High School,
Washington.Junior High School,
West Junior High School and
Wright Junior High School, all
of Nashville.
Middle
Missouri—Sikeston
School, Sikeston Senior High
School, and the Cape Girardeau
public schools.

Nunn Says He
Wont-R uft-ForU.S. Senate

BOWLING GREEN, Ky
(AP) — Looking ahead to the
U. S. Senate race next year,
Louie B. Nunn says he "absolutely will not be a candidate."
The former governor says he
assumes Sen. Marlow Cook, RKy., will seek re-election and
"if not, there are other good
candidates."
Nunn, interviewed Tuesday,
said he hadn't asked Cook
about his intentions but always
assumed he would run and
doesn't leave much of
"that
Lee
Charlotte
Miss
any other position."
Polly Zanetta, it is hoped that
Nunn also said he didn't want
the festival activities will to make the Senate race last
become an annual event.
year against Democrat Walter
Miss Lee, of Northwestern Dee Huddleston and "I did so
University, will be the visiting at the last moment." He didn't
critic and will present a public elaborate on the statement.
Declaring that he had spent
reading performance Friday,
Too many years in GOP polievening at eight p.m. in the '
tics, Nunn said he's going to
Nursing Auditorium.
Registration for the festival devote his time to recouping his
will be held from noon to two financial losses.
p.m. Friday in the Student • Nunn, now a practicing attorBuilding. Opening ney in Lexington, said he is
Union
assembly will begin at two p.m. more "interested in making a
with round one to be held in living." He said it is financially
Faculty Hall from 3:30 to 5 p.m. unrewarding to run for office.

- Evaluation Team Visits Murray Middle School

EVALUATION cowmen/AK—AR evaluatioweir oittee Nam the Es:others AssociaVaa of Ualsrnitties, Csneges. and *heels
.1prve vrterrpsiax-ipa; asa..ert Olin .74trty taa... a "very-favorable report" ts the Murray Middle School tis-wrck Thc eraluatke.. ,
which is done every ten years, was the first such process thine since the Middle School was formed Jeffrey said that the committee's report,submitted yesterday, made several suggestions for improvements, and that a priority list of these suggestions will
be made by a cooperative effort of the Middle School Staff and the Board of Education. Jeffrey said that the report Indicated the
committee was complimentary of the staff, noting excellent teachers who were enthusiastic about their work. and "excited kids"
over the learning program. Members of the evaluation committee were Chairman Vernon Shown, from Murra) State. Claude
I'

of
- 'Taylor,soloselation with the Southern Association; Ed Burkeea,supervisor Ili instriactian is this area; Ernest Garner.supervisor
Ce-.sty; Jec Dallas, Paskmab Tilghman prinfamitrueelais at gvaltag Green; Mr Carolyn Ourdey, scievice teseigr- c
Christian County;
cipal; Dennis Jackson, dean of siudents at Jetton Middle School; Mrs. Violet Kelley, supervisor of instruction at
County. Left, the comMrs. Kathy Hunt, of Austin Peay University; and Mrs. Dorothy Thompson, middle school teacher at Trigg
boys class; and right, they
mittee members visit one of the classrooms at MIS; middle, they are visiting the home economics for
diens their findings with principal Jeffrey.
iStaff Photos by David Hill
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Mrs. Garrison Is

Shirley-Snider Vows SaJemnized

Elected President
Of Faxon Mothers

The Girls In Action of the
Flint Baptist Church met on
Wednesday, October 3, at seven
p.m, at the church with seven
members present.
Officers elected were Kim
Farley, president; Lisha Bucy,
secretary-treasurer; Lor
Bailey, activity leader.
Other members present were
Mary Ann Roberts, Kathy
Roberts, Kimberly Hopkins,
and Shaun Bucy. New members
are Kim Hopkins, Shaun Bucy
and Rebecca Jones.
Mrs. Wilma Miller is leader
for the group.

Mrs. Fences Garrison was
elected as president of the
Faxon Mothers Club at the
regular monthly meeting held
on Wednesday, October 3, at
two p.m. at the school.
The vacancy for prESsident
was made when Mrs. Mildred
Cherry resigned as she was
unable to serve due to her work.
Mrs Donna Garland, vicepresident, presided at the
meeting.
Don Cothran, principal at
Faxon, spoke to the group.
Plans were made for Parents'
Night with Sept. William B.
Miller as speaker on Thursday,
October 16, at seven p.m. at the
school, and for the Country
Music Show and Fall Festival
on October 27.
The minutes were read by the
secretary, Mrs Jane Lamb, and
the treasurer's report was by
Mrs Ernestine Jones. The room
count was won by Mrs Twila
Dunn's fifth grade room.
The next regular meeting will
be held on Wednesday,
November 7. at two p.m.
Shower for the Max Dowdy
family who lost their home and
contents by fire will be held.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Burton Young has been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

Girls In Action
Elect New Officers

Mrs. Olus McNelis
Gives Program For
Meeting At Manse

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Snider
Miss Donna Mae Shirley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Shirley, was married to Mark Snider, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Snider of Essex, Missouri, on Wednesday, September 26, at the
home of the bride's parents.
Rev. Richard Walker performed the ceremony with only
relatives and close friends in attendance for the private wedding.
Attendants for the couple were Miss Celia Simmons of Murray
and Dennis Duet of Rochester, New York.
The bride is a 1973 graduate of Murray State University with a
B.S. degree in elementary education. She was a member of Alpha
Sigma Alpha social sorority. Mrs. Snider now teaches first grade
at Hickman Elementary in Fulton County.
Mr. Snider will receive his B. S. degree in philosophy from
Murray State University in May 1974. He is a member of Sigma
Phi social fraternity.
The newly married couple now resides at 901 Main Street,
Murray.

Hasseltine Class
Meets, Miller Home

Grand Order of Eastern Star In
Kentucky to Hold Annual Session
With Local Persons In Attendance

Mrs. Claude Miller BMW
her home for the meeting arise
Ann Hasseltine Sunday School
Class of the Memorial Baptist _ The Grand Chapter of KenChurch held on ldoadey, Oc- todoz, Ordie el the Eastern
tober 1, at seven p.m.
Star, will hold its Seventy-first
The president, Mrs. Lottie Annual "Light The Way For
Youth", session Oct. 21, 22, 23,
Gibson,
presided.
Mrs.
Lose ugly excess weight with the
Auditorium,
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
Elizabeth James gave the 24,at the Memorial
plan. Nothing eeneatkinal lust
drotion on theme, "Happiness Louisville, with Headquarters
steady weight loss for those that
at the Galt House.
seer
really want to lose.
lk The present officers include
AII 12 day supply only VIAL 10"'
'We.Myra Crawford led the the following:
of two cups of coffee,
Worthy Grand Matron - Mrs.
Ask HOLLAND DRUG STORE opeeWprayer and Mrs. Mae Ruth Bumpus (Henderson
For led the closing prayer.
about the FAT-60 reducing plan
awl start losing weight this week.
Refreshments were served by Associate Grand Matron - Mrs.
Saw back YeIAN not completeMrs. Miller to Mesdames Willetta King (Covington );
wet WSW toss from
--'
Gibson, James, Crawford, Associate Grand' Patron the easy Snit peekepa.
Foster, Zella Covington, Myrtle Melvin Freeman ( Lexington);
11:101111T DIBLAY
Chrerbey, Willie Garland, Laura °rand Secretary - Mrs.
gam PAT-120 toitlerw.
Wilder
Jennings, Pauline Wainscott Marguerite
Only ti2.50 at Holland mire CO.
1Louisville); Grand Treasurer and Nola Lewis.
Mrs. Stella R. Cooper
(Louisville); Grand Conductress - Mrs. Helen Rutledge
(Lancaster); Associate Grand
Conductress (Mrs. Ermaline
'Ford (Madisonville); Grand
Sentinel - Oscar
Wren
's a mak rieleet, deelerers writ
(Auburn).
s the emit tveril the,karst bed
Election and Installation of
're the sels triode fait het.
new Officers will be on Wednesday. Oct. 24 at which time
Mrs. King and Mr. Freman will
be installed as Worthy Grand
Matron and Worthy Grand
Patron, respectively.
The local district, No. n, is
made up of eleven chapters,
namely, Murray 433, Temple
Hill 511, Hardin 277, Alford 445,
Cuba 519, Mayfield 443, Water
Valley 554, Milburn 488, Hickman 289, Clinton 539, and Fulton
Ends
City 41.

Watch Your

TAT-GO

litiftleills Of
Elm Covle"
'Aileen Peter
Millchum Boyle

TOMORROW

.a.

co...oar w NIEMAN INTERNATIONAL

Starts FRIDAY!

For 2 Big Weeks!!

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
met Tuesday, October 2, at 1:30
p.m. at the Manse with Mrs.
Churck Moffett as hostess.
Mrs. Olus McNelis gave the
first part of the new study book,
"Great Religions of the World."
by
National
published
Geographic Society.
The
devotion on "Giving God His
Own" was taken from the
scripture , II Corinthians 8:12.
Announcements were made of
the Presbyterial on October 17
and the congregational dinner
on October 24. The minutes and
treasurer's report were given
and the meeting was closed with
the Mizpah benediction.
During the social hour Mrs
Moffett served refreshments to
the seven members present.
The November Ilth meeting at
1:30 p.m. will be held at the
home of Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson.

Organizations, to whom substantial donations have been
made.
The Shrine of the Founder,
Dr. Robert Morris, is located at
LaGrange, Ky., and
a
Pilgrimage is made to his
former home and Shrine each
year cm the 3rd Sunday in
August by members and
friends.
The General Grand Chapter
(World-wide) will hold its 34th
Triennial "The Foundation of
the World" Assembly in Denver, Colorado, Nov. 3-0. Many
Kentucky members will be
attending, some going by
chartered plane other driving
their individual cars.
A Luncheon honoring four
Kentucky members:
Mrs. Josephine Harkins
Browning, Past Most Worthy
Grand Matron (Henderson),
Mrs. Lillian R. Goodman.
Gen'l. Grand Chapter • Committee member (Louisville),
Robert Wohlhueter, Gen'l.
Grand Chapter Committee
Member (Louisville), and
Harry Felty, Gen'l. Grand
Chapter Committee member
(Henderson) with be held at the
Denver Hilton Hotel on
November 5.
During the-last Triennial. The
Order of the Eastern Star has
raised $3,000,000.00 for the
Cancer Research.

_ New cooks need to be reMrs. Judith Jackson of minded that brown eggs are just
Murray No. 433 is deputy grand as nutritious as white eggs, the
color of the shell does not affect
matron and Roy Perkins of the quality
or taste of the eggs
Mayfield No. 443 is deputy
grand patron of District 22.
It's a good idea to use. white
The order of the Eastern Star pepper in foods that are a deliin Kentucky has approximately cate color such as cottage cheese,
45,000 members. One of the mayonnaise, white saute and
Worthy Grand Matron's Special SO on
Objectives this year is The
Eastern Star Training Award
Crushed potato chips make
for Religious Leadership, which an interesting topping for a
means that grants are made to casserole of macaroni and
persons for tuition and other cheese.
expenses, who are preparing for
work in the Religious Fields.
Other projects include Cancer
Shredded cooked cabbage,
Research, Arthritis Foun- when it's leftover, may be
dation. Youth Organizations added to cream of tomato soup.
and various other Charity Good flavor combination!
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Wedding Vows To Be Read

From Nun to Career woman

By Ual
Cows
Ages

Professor's Lifestyle
Takes-Quite a TurnDOVER, N.H.(AP) — Things
that seem ordinary to most career women are extraordinary
to Jeanne Gardner.
For the first time in her life,
she is financially independent.
She comes home to her own
apartment filled with bright
clothes, skiing and sailing
equipment. She goes out at
night with both male and female friends, and she can take
off for a European vacation
anytime she wants.
Jeanne Gardner is 40 years
old, but she began her current
lifestyle just 10 months ago.
For 22 years before that, she
was a nun.
Now she is assistant professor of education at the University of New Hampshire in Durham. She is strong-willed and
dedicated to teaching.
"I have been accused of
being powerful, overwhelming," Dr. Gardner said.
"A male-oriented society just
can't accept that. I have my
feet on the ground, and it's not
always appreciated."
She left the Sisters of Mercy
Convent in Cumberland, R.I.,
last August when she realized
she couldn't resolve the quesMiss Christine Mitchuson
tions she had about herself and
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Christine her status in the order.
"I think the direction of my
Mitchuson to Tom Geerdes of Murray, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Geerdes of George, Iowa, has been announced by her mother, life changed because the direction of education and thrusts
Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson of Hardin.
have changed, It doesn't mean
Miss Mitchuson, daughter of the late Obie Mitchuson, is em- that I'm turned off on
the
ployed at the Sager Glove Company, Murray. Mr. Geerdes is a church. That has nothing to do
salesman for the Commercial State Life Insurance Company with it at all," Dr. Gardner
here.
said.
The vows will be read on Thursday, November 8, at seven
"It's just that my dedication
o'cloEk in the evening at the Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church to education is stronger at this
point than my dedication to
of God, Murray, with Rev. Paul Wanger officiating.
service in the church."
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
As a teaching nun, Dr. GardAl] friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
ner said she often felt thwarted
the reception.
by the religious community.
"I saw myself doing some
different things in the commuMI.C
.
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nity if they would let me," she
said. "As time went on, it became much more obvious they
weren't going to let me."
Mon< 713 1917 or 7S3.4947
Dr. Gardner earned a master's degree from Rhode Island
College and a doctorate from
the University of Connecticut
"The Three R's—Rhodesian are invited to attend.
while she was still in the order.
Style" was the subject of the
The closing prayer was led by
She used the time at school to
program presented at the Mrs. Jim Washer. Eight women
make up her mind about leavmeeting of the Baptist Women were present.
ing the Sisters of Mercy.
of the Kirksey Baptist Church
held on Thursday, October 4, at
.seven p.m. at the church.
Mrs H.E. Treas was in charge
of the program. Others taking
part were Miss Fay Boggess,
Mrs W.A. Erwin, Mrs. Orlan
Tubbs, Mrs. Isaiah Trees, Mrs.
Jim Washer and Mrs. Pete
Carlisle.
The introduction and scripture from Matthew 5:16 and the
calendar of prayer with
scripture from John 10:41-38
were by Mrs. Jack Cain. Mrs.
Calisle led in prayer.
The Mission Study will be held
October 25, at 6:30 p.m. at the
church with Mrs. Carlisle,
president, in charge. All women

Mrs. H. E. Treas Program Leader

Baptist Women Of
Flint Church Hold
Program Meeting
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"My belief in the church has
not changed" since she left, she
said. "My stand on birth control very definitely has. I still
can't accept abortion, but that
is for my own personal reasons.'
I think the church would not be
in the position that it's in concerning abortion if it had realistically looked at the birth
control issue."
"I'm not sorry for that 22year phase of my life. I think I
gained as much from it as they
gained froin me," she said.
"But admittedly there is a need
for other kinds of companionship that were not available in
the church,"
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STILL A TOMATO
Catsup, catchup, ketchup.
No matter how you spell it.
tomato catsup is still a flavor
favorite that adds extra zest to
hamburgers, hot dogs, french
fries, meat loaf and many
other foods.
Tomato catsup is made
From the pulp and juice of red
ripe tomatoes, cooked in
specially designed equipment.
It is flavored with sugar, salt,
spices,
and
vinegar,
sometimes onion and garlic.
The flavor and goodness of
fine catsup depends on the
quality of the tomato pulp
used plus the selection and
quantity of spices added. The
thickness of bottled catsup is
also an important part of its
character, for' it shoulc, be
neither too thick nor too thin.
Thus.,the control of the consistency is important, and
requires care and experience.
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The Baptist Women of the
Flint Baptist Church met on
Wednesday, October 3, at seven
p.m. for the first meeting of the
new church year.
Mrs. Janice Chapman,
president, opened the meeting
with the new watchword from
John 1:14, and also welcomed
three new members, Mrs.
Grace Gilbert, Miss Karne
Hopkins,and Miss Ann Roberts.
The opening prayer was led
by Mrs. Ruble Johnston, and
the minutes wPre read by Mrs.
Lula Miller. It was aoriounced
that one of the Southern Baptist
missionaries will speak at
Mayfield on October 16 and 17
and the wmen were urged to
attend.
Mrs. Jo Milk was leader for
the Royal Service program on
"Rhodesia," and was assisted
by Mrs. Dot Biley, Mrs. Martha
Imes, and Mrs. June Hopkins.
The scripture reading from
John 8:51-59 was read by Mrs.
Willodean Colson and prayer
was led by Mrs. Modelle Rickman.
women
were
Nineteen
present.
MILK BUYING
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More milk is being sold in
paper and plastic milk containers these days, and less
and less in glass bottles. Milk
containers are bigger too, with
consumers buying more milk
by the half-gallon or gallon
-instesd - -o( by •the- quart-r
Consumers buy more of their
milk in the store-now, instead
of having it delivered to their
home Also, some skim milk
gaining
in
items are
popularity. according tiT a
recent report by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
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Coffee Cup Chatter
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By University of Ky.
County Extension
Ageats for Home
Economics
A gal in the know these days
should learn her way around the
"dellcates". If she likes to sew,
she can even make her own
lingerie from the new tricot
yard goods. If you have a basic
knowledge of clothing construction, you can make your
own professional looking intimate apparel. The University
of Ky. Clothing Specialist, Jo
Ann Shickel, has written a new
leaflet, "Fabric Tips, Tricot",
and it gives special tips on
cutting and sewing tricot fabric.
A copy may be obtained by
contacting your local Extension
Office or by writing rne.—Mrs.
Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman
+++++
Jeans are good, but old jeans
are better to cult of young
people who are either patching
their own worn-out denims or
buying recycled ones which
have been washed out. The
trend to recycled denims

started here with the hippies but
it spread to Europe where the
French and English treasure
the "antique variety", and has
bounced back across the
Atlantic. However, just being
worn or bleached out is not
enough; they must also be
decorated with something
new—either with embroidery,
sequins, nailheads, or even
the
do-itpatches
for
yourselfers.—Dean
Roper,
Courthouse, Mayfield.
+++++
In planting your bulbs in the
flower garden or around ybin,
house remember the time to
plant is when the soil begins to
cool. This usually occurs in
October in this part of Kentucky. Big bulbs )tulips, daffodils, hyacinths) are planted
six inches deep; small bulbs
(crocus, scilla, muscari) about
3 inches deep. Plant hyacinths
and daffodils about 5 inches
apart. Tulips can be spaced the
same,but 4 inches apart gives a
better effect. For the small
bulbs, 1 or 2 inches are sufficient. .As soon as you have
finished your planting, give the
ground a thorough soaking. A
bulb needs water to start
rooting. After the original
watering, normal rainfall can
usually be depended on to give
moisture.
Miss Lisa Jean Morris, your bulbs adequate
a prolonged dry spell
daughter of Ralph Morris of If there is
will have to water the bed to
Murray Route Eight, has you
prevent its dfying out—Maxine
completed plans for her wedGriffin, Federal Bid., Clinton.
ding to Cody Lanch Adams, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Cody W. Adams
of Farmington Route One.
The vows will be read on
Friday, October 19, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the Coldwater Methodist
An installation of new officers
Church with Rev. Danny was held at the meeting of the
Belcher officiating at the double Baptist Young Women of the
Flint Baptist Church on
ring cerernoney.
Attendants for the coil* will Thursday, October 4, at seven
be Miss Mary Beth Hays, cousin p.m. at the church.
New officers are Dortha
of the bride-elect, and Danny
Dunn, brother-in-law of the Stubblefield, president; Martha
Robb Beale and Patsy Hopkins,
groom-elect.
Music will be by Miss Sandra social; Beverly Brittian,
program; Legena Miller,
Duncan, pianist.
Following the ceremony a secretary-treasurer; Diane
reception will be held at the Beale, prayer.
Mrs. Sue Miller is leader. Also
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are present was Marie Dodd. The
invited to attend the wedding closing prayer was led by
Beverly Brittian.
and the reception..

Lisa Jean Morris
Completes Plans
For Friday Wedding

Off iceit Installed
At Flint BYW Meet

WALLIS DRUG

DOJL'041)
.13*By" Abigail Van Buren

$

Mr. and Mrs A. B. Wyatt
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt of
Kirksey Route One will
celebrate their 70th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, October 21, with a basket lunch at
the Kirksey School lunchroom.
All friends and relatives are
invited.
The couple was married on
October 24, 1903, at Metropolis,
DI., when Mrs. Wyatt was 15
and Mr. Wyatt was 19. Mrs.
Wyatt, the former Vernie
Riley, daughter of the late
Calvin and Brittinia Riley, will
be 86 years of age in November.
Mr Wyatt, son of the late John
and Martha Wyatt, who will be
90 in February, is a retired
carpenter,and farmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt have
made their home on Kirksey
Route One all of their married
life. They still live alone at their
home and do their own work.
Mrs. Wyatt does the cooking
and Mr. Wyatt still mows the
lawn and drives his car. They
are members of the Locust
Grove Church of the Nazarene
at Kirksey.
Wyatt School, a one room

school near Backusburg, was
started by Mr. Wyatt's father,
John Wesley Wyatt. The school
was later consolidated with
Backusburg and then with
Kirksey.
The seven daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Wyatt are Mrs. Jessie
Mason of Kirksey Route One,
Mrs. Lenord Couch of Mayfield,
Mrs. Henry Holland of Mayfield
Route Five, Mrs. Raymond
Elliott of Mayfield, Mrs. Ralph
Morgan of Coldwater, Mrs.
Marion Crick of Paducah, and
Mrs. Alfred Gill of Mayfield.
Four surviving sons of Mr.
and Mrs. Wyatt are Davis,
Raymond, and Luther, Wyatt,
all of Detroit, Mich., and Wesley
Wyatt of Kirksey, One son,
Truman Wyatt, is deceased.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt have
thirty-two grandchildren, fiftyfour great grandchildren, and
two great great grandchildren.
Five generations in the Wyatt
family are Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Wyatt, Mrs. Jessie Mason, Mr.
and Mrs. Walter B. Mason, Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Lee Smith, and
their two sons.
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Wednesday, October 17
Crouch, K.T. Crawford, and
Ladies Golf Awards Night will E.R. Hagen as hostesses.
_ .
be held at the Murray Country
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Club at 6:30 p.m. with meat,
dessert, and bread furnished Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the
for the potluck supper. Make Ellis Community Center at 7:30
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Women of the Moose will
Sue Morris.
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Church United Methodist
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CINEMA
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.•. Women will meet with Mrs. The
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Business
and
a I Maurice Crouse at seven p.m. Professional
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Don't Miss John Wayne's Last Western!!
meet at the Murray Woman's
•
Baptist Young Women of Club House at 6:30 p.m.
The lucky ones got caught
.
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••. Flint
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ili4110iFirili
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Temple Hill Chapter No, 511
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meeting.
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Order of the Eastern Star will
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New Concord FTC will have a meet at the lodge hall at 7:30
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UNITED STATES MARSHAL
potluck supper at the school at p.m.
'1:30 p.m.
Friday, October 19
S D
CINEMA 2
2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00
Fall hike and campout for all
•
Children's concert, featuring
Girl Scouts of Murray NeighMSU Orchestra, will be at
borhood will be at TVA Use
Lovett
auditorium,
MSU,
at
8:45
::::
• 8 a.m. and ten a.m. for children of Area on Wildcat Creek, Kentucky Lake. Brownies wil join
Calloway and Murray Schools. the
Ix.
group on Saturday at 9:30
8'51 The concert is sponsored by the
Music Department of the
U.
Murray Woman's Club.
SI
Music City Singers of NashS I
ville, Tenn., will present a
Parents' Night will be held at
program at Independence
Faxon Elementary School at
•
United Methodist Church at 7:30
seven
p.m.
with
Supt.
William
•
p.m. No admission charge.
B. Miller speaking on the new
9
elementary schools.
Game Night will be held by
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the MSU Women's Society at
•
Brownie and Junior Leaders
•I
the Carr Health Builallot from
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•
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husband*shoad
be ashamed-of his ame'

Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt To
Celebrate 70th Anniversary

Mzal

PHONE 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
tt-Or It Can't Be Had
We llive

Y.—OCTOBER-17, IN!

shower gift, which I thought was enough. I received a ma_
sweet letter from the bride, thanking me for the "beautiful
blanket." There is obviously some mixup. What should be
done in both cases?
CONCERNED

DEAR ABBY: My husband is handicapped. He wears
heavy braces on both legs and walks with crutches.
Last year this "friend" of his talked him into going
with him to ask farmers to donate Christmas trees to distribute to crippled children's homes thruout the state.
They cut truckloads of trees, sold them, and pocketed
the money 50-50. This friend does all the talking while my
husband just stands there on his crutches. His being there
suggests that my husband is in some way associated with
crippled children's homes, which he is not.
This "friend" says most people can't say no to a crippleThey are planning to-do it again this year. Abby, we
don't need the money. I am ashamed for my husband to
get mixed up in such an underhanded deal. He says: "It's
just a little game. Don't let it bother you."
W. K.
What should I do?

DEAR CONCERNED: Write lor phone! Bride No. I
and ask her if she ever received your gift. Inform Bride
No. 2 that you sent her a card, and the "lovely blanket''
came from someone else. (That should cover everything! I
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are in our middle
forties. He is an executive, and we live in a large, comfortable home. Achieving this hasn't been easy.
The children are all in school. For the first time in my
life I can come and go as I please. There are days when I
feel a void and get a little depressed, but who doesn't?
My husband asked me if I would mind looking after his
secretary's child five days a week, from 7:30 a. m. to 5:30
p. m. I nearly flipped. I was also very hurt.
He claims he thought it would be good for me to keep
"busy." Also, his secretary was having trouble finding a
competent baby sitter. I wonder how many executives'
wives would be hurt if their husbands tried to keep them
busy in this manner?
M. L. IN CLEVELAND

DEAR W. K. Tell your husband his •'llttle game" is a
big racket In case he doesn't already realize it. Furthermore, to use one's handicap to play on the sympathy of
others for a handout is beneath the dignity of most handicapped people, and your husband ought to be ashamed of
himself!
DEAR ABBY: I went to two weddings in June. As I
entered the church, a small child took my wedding gift for
the bride. What happened to the gift after that, who knows.
The bride was a good friend of mine, but I never
received any kind of acknowledgement for my gift.

DEAR M. L.: Your husband's generosity leaves me all
choked up. If he thinks you need "occupational therapy.'
tell him you'd like the privilege of selecting your own.
DEAR ABBY: Remember that gal who wrote in complaining about having to wait for loving until after the
Johnny Carson show?
Well, tell her she never had it so good! Johnny is on
five nights a week. I have to wait until after the Lawrence
Welk show, and that's only on Saturday night.
WORSE OFF IN MARTELLE. IA.

The second wedding, I sent only a card because this
bride had a large shower to which I brought a very nice
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•60- wide on bolts
•Permanent press
Wear any season'
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The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at two
p.m. with Mesdames Clifton
Key, Humphrey Key, F.B.

Saturday,October 29
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have its monthly
luncheon at the home of Mrs. W.
J. Pitman at 12 noon.

Estes Ceramic Arts
Phone 753-0373
104 N. 13th St.
Dealer for Jacqueline Stains
PhilidelpTateratiiii:SOOlies
Grumba.cher and Cunningham Brushes
Duncan Ceramic Products
Beginner and Advance Classes

CORDURO
•Anniversary special!
•Soft, 100% cotton
.
45" designer lengths
'Machine wash and dry
*Great fashion colors

•Look of wool without the cost
or care. Fancies and solids
.60" wide on bolts
•Machine wash, tumble dry
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Pastels
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•Sav•Wa a fashion favorite'
6100% rayon, cotton bock
•45" wide, luscious colors
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•Acetate-nylon blends
or 100% cotton
•Machine wash & dry
•54" to 60" wide
•Vilsront solid colors
•Rich stripes
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FLEECE
*Reg,99c yd. 100% nylon
•Solids, prints, 45" wide
•For comfortable sleepwear
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Needles, more
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Guest Editorial

State Government Report

Western State Next?
During September it was proposed that Outwood
State Hospital and School in extreme Northwest
Christian be closed and its patients be transferred to
Western State Hospital in Hopkinsville.
Last week there was a recommendation at Frankfort by a legislative commission that Eddyville
Penitentiary be closed or else undergo extensive
repairs that would change the entire concept of
inmate care at the "Castle on the Cumberland."
In view of the trend toward centralization and
modernization of penal and mental institutions in
Kentucky it seems only a matter of time before the
commonwealth hears a recommendation that
Western' State itself be closed and its patients be
transferred to more modern facilities upstate.
It is understood this development has been given
on the eventual phasing out of Western State.
Anything so drastic regarding the institution on U.S.
68 at the eastern edge of Hopkinsville may be
several years away.
But unless there is a change in the overall thinking
of mental health agencies, the closing of old Western
State will some day be recommended.
The state hospital has been located in Hopkinsville
for well over a century. The idea of the establishing
of three mental hospitals in as many sections of
Kentucky was advanced as early as 1848. Sites were
chosen at Hopkinsville for the West. near Louisville
for Central State, and at Lexington for Eastern
State
First patients were received at Western State in.
1854 but the main building did not stay intact long. It
was destroyed by fire on Nov. 30, 1861. Rebuilt later
in the same decade, the 100-year-old building is still
being used.
The hospital has been remodeled and added to at
several times during the past century but the
facility hardly stacks up as a modern mental
hospital as far as the physical plant is concerned.
Reportedly designed to house about 1,000 patients,
Western State has had as many as 2,000 to 2,500 on
occasions. It was, of course, dangerously and
shamefully overcrowded at such times, but there
has been a concerted drive in the last few years to
reduce WSH's population.
The upwarranted practice of using the mental
hospital as a dumping ground for older Kentuckians
whose only mental problem was senility was curtailed. There was also more emphasis on treatment
of patients to allow them to be returned to society as
quickly as possible
Another factor in reducing the population to the
current under-500-patient figure has been the sending of some of Western's patients to nursing homes,
with the state picking up the tab
This community can be :expected to fight any
closing of Western State just as Dawson Springs is
opposing the eliminating of Outwood. It might be too
early to start giving our strategy a bit of thought.
-

From The lielitiasville New Era
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The primary damage in Calloway County from
the 35 days without rain will be in the area of
'pastures, cover crops, and small grains. according
.to County Agent S. V. Foy. Also a drop in milk
production will be noted, he said.
The Murray Police Department participated in a
one day school yesterday with FB! Agent Tharpe
in charge of the instruction.
Mrs. Emily W. Wolfson of Murray State College
Art Faculty has an exhibit of her weaving at the
Evansville Museum of Arts and Sciences.
First place winners of the Punt, Pass, and Kick
contest were Joe Resig, eight year olds, William
Allen McKeel, nine year olds, Dow K. Ryan, ten year
olds, and Cory Lee Brandon, eleven year old.

20 Years Ago Today
"Harry Hampsher, minister of music at First
Baptist Church, has tackled a tough one, a Cherub
Choir, composed of little folks about six or seven
years of age," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray."
Deaths reported are Mrs. J.I. Smith', age 83, Lelon
A.(Jake) Alderson, age 71, and Herman O. Coursey,
age 59.
The new A & P Grocery store will open here October 22 at the corner of 3rd and Main Streets.
The Blood River Baptist Association will meet at
the First Baptist Church, Murray, October 21 and 22.
Officers are Dr. H.C. Chiles, moderator, Rev. John
W. Kloss, clerk, and Rev. J.H. Thurman, treasurer.

Bible Thought For Today
Professing themselves to be wise, they became
fools.—Romans 1:22.

.• This is the life-story of many who are educated
::
• • beyond their intelligence.
•
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By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
MAYFIELD, Ky. - The resignation of Spiro T.
Agnew as Vice President last week and the
subsequent nomination of House minority leader
Gerald Ford to succeed him has brought lots of
comments from state government officials in
Kentucky.
Soon after the shocking news of Agnew's decision
was released Gov. Wendell H. Ford said "the most
important thing now is the thorough dispatch in
which all involved move to maintain a proper, regular
and qualified line of executive succession."
Commenting on President Nixon's choice for the
nation's second office the governor added:"In Gerald
Ford Mr. Nixon has selected a deeply partisan
Republican, second a person with many of the Nixon
philosophies and third a man who was prominently
mentioned for the vice presidency in 1968." The
governor predicted "a rather quick confirmation" of
the Michigan Republican by both houses of Congress.
Agnew's resignation "lends little to improve public
confidence in government," noted Lt. Gov. Julian
Carroll. The Paducah Democrat agrees that
confirmation of Ford as Vice President "should come
soon after public hearings regarding Ford are ended."
At Richmond, state GOP chairman Charles Coy
said Agnew's resignation "was the proper thing.... I
think he acted in the right spirit in this time of
international crisis." Two Republican legislators -State Sen. Ray 'White of Bowling Green and State
Rep. Larry Hopkins of Lexington -- believe "Gerald
Ford will be confirmed as the next Vice President and
he will serve this country with distinctly._ as he has
done in the past."
So, at Frankfort there does not appear to be any
shortsighted partisan politics regarding the Agnew
tragedy and the steps toward replacing him. No state
official has openly put the narrow interests of his
political party ahead„of the nation's best interests
during these difficult times.
« 5*
The legislators who will comprise the 1974
Kentucky General Assembly will convene for their
pre-legislative conference Dec. 2-4 at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park.
*5*
A federal study by the General Accounting Office
shows that the average attorney fee in Kentucky
awarded by the state's Workmen's Compensation
Board for lawyers handling black-lung cases was
$4,227 during fiscal year 1973. The .average fee was
about $300 per case in Pennsylvania and $456 in
Virginia.
The board, which sets the percentage of the claim
which a lawyer can collect for his fee, authorized a
total of $5,277,792 in attorney fees for handling
1,234 cases of black-lung compensation claims. The
maximum fee is 20 per cent of the miner's
compensation. Such was allowed in 91 per cent of.the
cases in Kentucky during last fiscal year.
*5*
The state legislature's no-fault insurance advisory
committee hus directed the Legislative Research
Commission to draft a bill that would provide for
payment up to $1,250 in 'medical benefits to
ainomobile accident victims regardless of fault. The
bill would also ban suits for recovery of damages
unless medical expenses exceed $1,250.
** *

A survey conducted by The Lexington Herald
reveals that 97.5 per cent of their readers who
responded to a poll are in favor of restoring the death
penalty in Kentucky.
Letters responding to this column's comments last
week regarding the death penalty include these. One
Elkton lady writes: "I think the death penalty should
be reinstated, but electrocution is too good for
murderers. They should be taken out and hanged so
everyone can see them." A Hopkinsville man says:
"The death penalty has not been carried out in
Kentucky since 1962, when Kelly Moss was
electrocuted at the state penitentiary at Eddyville.
And since that time crime has increased in Kentucky
every year. It's time to crank up that electric chair
again." A student at Murray State University writes:
"The death penalty doesn't deter criminals. It simply
revenges. The solution is to identify the abnormals
arid psychopaths and to retain them in secure custody
until their murderous impulses have been thoroughly
diluted. If this cannot be done, then keep them
behind bars for life."
**
From now until next spring our state parks are nut
crowded. ror reservations you can dial free in
Kentucky, 1-800-372-2961. Out-of-state residents can
call free by dialing 1-800-626-2911. These numbers
reach the Kentucky State Parks Reservations Service
at Frankfort. Usually the staff will contact the park
the caller wishes to visit while the one placing the call
holds.
5**
The Ivan Wilson Center for Fine Arts, a $4 million
facility, was dedicated last Saturday on the Western
Kentucky University campus at Bowling Green. The
U-shaped center, built on the site of Western's old
football stadium, houses the university's departments
of art, foreign languages, music, speech and theater.
*5*
Gov. Ford has proclaimed this week as "Week of
the Young Child" in honor of the Kentucky
Association of Children Under Six. The association,
which works with day care centers, private and public
kindergartens and nursery schools, will hold its
annual fall conference this Thursday and Friday at
Ft. Mitchell.
* 5*

The announcement by the state Bureau of
Highways of a planned extension of the Blue Grass
Parkway to connect with 1-64 northwest of
Lexington is good news for western Kentuckians who
travel to Lexington, eastern Kentucky or northern
Kentucky. Completion of the nine mile extension is
about four_ years ,away., ijslear ,ths „p;opnsed
-IiitelikirOn- Of. the-Blue Crass Parkway and 1-64 is
1-75, the four-lane highway whicit stretches across the
state from Covington to Williamsburg. Western
Kentuckians now wanting to reach 1-64 or 1.75, after
going the length of the Blue Grass Parkway, must
travel busy U.S. 60 betweon Versailles and Lexington,
New Circle Road and NewtowniPike.

Funny, Funny World
MOLE.
"Can you describe your assailant?" asked the officer as
he picked 'the bruised and battered man from the
pavement."That's what I was doing when he hit me," was
the reply.
Michel Kazan read about those Brooklyn House of
Detention prisoners who ran up a $9,800 phone bill in one
month on long-distance calls to friends and relatives and
thinks that from now on they should find some pen pals.
Spokane, Wash.—There's a thief in town with more teeth
than he needs. A dental laboratory sold authorities that 76
teeth and some denture lining were in a bag which was
stolen from the firm. (Spokane Spokesman-RevieW)
Hire-the-handicapped Dept.: Chicago police have
charged a man confined to a wheel chair in the robbery of
a taxi driver. Police said the cab driver. James Ernest. 40,
was held up Saturday by a paraplegic passenger,
Lawrence Jenkins, 19, who was holding a toy pistol. Ernest
crashed the cab into a fire hydrant and fled. He called the
police, who said that Jenkins was still in the front seat
when they arrived.
Dallas—Bandits who crashed a neighborhood party here
had a method to guarantee the victims didn't give chase.
They forced the six women and eight men to take off all
their clothes and then helped themselves to $,400 in jewelry
and cash before making a getaway. The men were locked
in a closet and the women herded into a bedroom. When
the bandits made their escape, the women dressed and
then let the men out of the closet. (Dallas Times Herald)

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The world is full of imitation-men who act like
women, women who act like their daughters,
lawyers who act like presidents and presidents who
act like God. What is needed are fewer actors,
brighter footlights and more discussion between
acts
"Almost all absurdity of conduct
arises from the imitation of those
whom we cannot resemble." .
An AP News Analysis

Disenchantment With
Controls Is Reported

n'n

Senator
Dee Huddles
ton
'il

Armislel

lko?Nt

REPORTS

TO TN

TITLE I SCHOOL FUNDS
Outing the last several weeks we have been successftil in
the Congress in saving the state of Kentucky several million
dollars in school funds under the Title I program, which
provides for compensatory education.
When the education appropriation bill reached the
Senate it contained a formula that would have cut Kentuoky's share of these funds between S5-10 million.
However, Senators from states like Kentucky - working
With Appropriations Committee Chairman John McClellan revamped the formula to provide more money for our
states.
We still have to work out a compromise bill with the
House of Representatives regarding long-range funding of
the Title 1 program, but I am hopeful that the new formula
which we devised will prevail. The new formula will prevent the firing of several hundred Kentucky school teachers
and the elimination of a program serving thousands of our
school children.

•

•

•

•

•

This week my office contacted officials of more than 100
Kentucky communities in some 80 counties which are
eligible for additional revenue sharing funds during this
quarter. I have urged these communities to make their
application as soon as possible because there is an October
deadline. These are funds which Kentucky communities
are entitled to and I believe we should take full advantage
of them.
I am a strong believer in the concept of general revenue
sharing in which the federal govertunent shares a portion
of its revenue with local communities, thus assuring more
local control of government spending. The government has
allocated $8.3 billion in revenue sharing since the program
was implemented last year and studies have shown that
most of the money is being well spent at the local level.
A recent study by the U.S. Office of Revenue Sharing
in the Treasury Department shows that revenue sharing
expenditures since January of this year were mainly spent
or local services. The top three expenditures were police
and public safety, 23.5 percent; education, 22 percent; and
transportation, 131 percent. This indicates that local
governments are making wise use of revenue sharing funds
- which after all, is taxpayer's money from Kentucky and
throughout the nation.
I was dismayed, however, to learn that the Treasury
Department "overpaid" some communities and is now
asking that some of the revenue sharing funds be returned.
In some cases in Kentucky these communities have already
spent this money and the necessity of paying some of it
back causes quite a hardship. I do not believe these small
towns should have to pay for the mistakes made by the
government. The Treasury Department, which has ample
access to computers, should be able to get their figures
nght in the first place - and I so told the department
in a letter pf protest.

WASHINGTON (API - The
Federal Reserve Board
Nixon administration is dis- Chairman Arthur F. Burns beenchanted with wage-price con- lieves the answer is gradual
trols but is afraid of getting rid withdrawal from controls, then
of them now.
the creation of a wage-price reThat seemingly contradictory view board with powers to destatement sums up the quan- lay price increases and indary in which the adminis- vestigate monopolies in busitration finds itself. It is trying ness and labor.
to solve the predicament by
"I think we have to return by
gradual withdrawal.
and large to free markets,"
"If the controls were dropped Burns said
cistirnediately, you would haver,,
'iwidespread price increases,"'
said Edgar Fiedler, the Treasury Department's chief economist. 'That would only generate demands for more controls."
"It seems that.e can't live
with controls but we can't live
without them, either," said an
economist at the Cost of Living
Council.
Ask almost any administration economic official and he
will say that wage-price controls have not done much to restrain inflation and never will.
At a recent meeting of the
Business Council, an organization of executives from the
nation's 150 biggest corporations, Treasury Secretary
George P. Shultz was hounded
with questions on when controls
would end.
"Then I asked the council
4
members how many of them
would raise prices within three
weeks after the controls went
off," Shultz said. "A very substantial number of hands went
up. That explains the problem."
The administration is trying
to work out a plan to drop controls on an industry-by-industry
basis. Shultz said the plan
might be proposed in public beTo firid Out, go through the checklist
fore it is put into effect so that
below.
everyone would have a chance
to comment.
Yes No
Gradual withdrawal has its
Lights dim when certain appliances switch
problems, too, he said. "The
more you deal with the probon.
lem, the more you have rubbed
into you that the economy is
0 El Frequently, fuses blow or
not a set of separate inbreakers trip.
dustries," he said.
The nation's most powerful
0 0 Appliances heat slowly or
operate poorly.
labor leaders have urged an
end to Phase 4 controls by the
0 El TV picture often shrinks or
end of the year.
fades.
But the administration faces
difficult political and economic
Your house is ill if you checked "Yes"
one or
decisions on what comes next.
more
times. It has a corritnon malady called
The most immediate problem is
inadeexpiration of the Economic
quate wiring. Not only is that bad
for
your
appliStabilization Act, the authority
ances, it is downright unsafe.
for wage-price controls, next
April 30.
Help your house get well Have new
• No decision has been made
wiring added
on whether to seek another onewhere necessary. For more
information,
extension,
said.
Shultz
year
call us or
your electrician.
"I don't expect the President
Use
will seek an extension," said
0
Agriculture Secretary Earl I.
Butz. "If he does, it would not
be granted."
. Administration economists ...re
;fieln.-1.nn•
;
are fearful that if April 30 is
seen as the absolute end of controls, then businesses will simply wait, and then raise prices
as much as they want, causing
a tremendous inflationary
401 Olive
Phone 753-5312
boom.

IS
YOUR HOUSE
ILL?
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JOHNSONS

Prices Good Thru October s23rd

7a.m. til 9p.m. Except Sunday *
* Open Noon Sundays *

RED & WHITE BONUS BUYS

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

RED &
WHITE

Whole

Juice
J
Kraut
C

Sweet Or Unsweet
Red & White
Orange

39'
39' TOMATO SOUP
19'
45'
Tissue
• 39R
uiter iseans
CRACK
ERS
Kidney Beansi541/35'
•

CAMPBELL'S

e:eise:
t ittjeltsweet
uice Rs

46 Oz. Cans

Red & White Shredded

16 Oz.

reamer Red & White Coffee

11 Oz.

Red & White Toilet

10 OL
CANS

$1

Pure

Armour Sliced

Butt

4 Roll Pack

lb.

RED & WHITE

REDS.
'
WHIT!

Kell'I: Stuff me1"7...% 29'
Bar-B-Q Sauce
Pie Filler
59'
Tuna
39
Cocktail
230L

61
/
207.

Del Monte Chunk

4

in

Spred

- 7-Farms Cheese

Kotex

2 Lb. Box85

CHICKEN PARTS
Breast__994ib
Wings
39tth

1 LB.
BOX

Thighs____89tib

Backs

29
(il,

BOUNTY

Legs

19.
79tib. Necks
* FROZEN FOODS *

TOWELS
ASS'TD. DECORATED

3

JUMBO
ROLLS $I

Frosty Acres

Orange Juice

39'

12L

* PRODUCE
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

Regular Or Super
Excluding
Angel Food

•

ake M I

CORN

X Pillsbury 6 Flavors

Crackers ztise 12-0z- 45'
$119
Cof
3t
CHILI
Sugar
$129
89t
Instant
Maxwell
Housef

10-oz
with coupon

Kelley's
with Beans • •• -----•••— 15-oz. -----

Domino

10 lbs.
with coupon ._...J.

Maxwell House

1-11). tin
60uPon

W th

AP

tar

All

.45t
,b 89s

Fryers
Gr. Beef
Bologna
119'
Pork Roast's" 69
Pork Steak ibl9

Grapefruit

,
11/

•

69'

WHITE, YELLOW, WHOLE KERNEL
16 OZ. CAN
CREAM STYLE

21

Golden Delicious

Apples
5ptatoes
Slaw
Sweet Potatoes
Cranberries

i

w

RED
WHITE

'`

JOHNSONS
Imatant

.1KAXWELLHOUSE
COFFEE
10 oz... $119
Expires 11-2-73

RED&
. WHITE

JOHNSONS

69t
79'
19'

lbs.

lb. 15Fresh
39'
lb.

rRED a
WHITE

KAMER NOM

-COFERI

us

89(

no

rcpires 11-2-73

JOHNSONS
CS135

Dentine—

suGAR

RIO

$129

nth 1
Expires 10-28-73

112
6.1
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Hazel, Concord, Lynn Grove
A's Beat Mets In 11 Innings
Win Again In Second -Games To Take 2-1 Edge lit Series

The
Calloway . County
Elementary School basketball
race may be developing into a
three-team affair already as
Hazel, New Concord, and Lynn
Grove all took their second
straight wins in as many
outings Tuesday night.
Hazel took a 52-31 win over
Faxon, Lynn Grove downed
Almo 72-35, and Concord came
from behind to defeat Kirksey
52-39.
The Hazel Lions led all the
way as they held a 15-3 edge at
the end of the first quarter and
led 27-16 at the end of the half.
At the three-quarters mark, it
was 38-26.
Clay Latimer led the scoring
for Hazel with 17 points, while
Scott Barrow chipped in 12
markers. Ricky Morris was
high point man for the losers
with 17, and John Elliot pitched
in 10 for Faxon.
SCORING
Hazel (52) - Latimer 17,
Gibson 5, Harrell 8, Garland 7,
Barrow 1.2 Erwin 2, Carraway
1, Guthrie, Rogers.
Faxon (31) 7- Darnell 4,
Morris 17, Elliot 10, Guy,
Cunningham, Cahoon.
Lynn Grove-Almo
Allen Stone paced Lynn Grove
with 19 points as the Wildcats
took an easy win over Almo.
Lynn Grove led 17-6 at the end of
the first quarter, and held a 3712 edge at the half. At the end of
three it was 60-22.
Dumas was high point man
for Almo with 10 points. Others
in double figures for Lynn
Grove were Glen Olive with 14,
and Gary Morris with 16.

SCORING
Lynn Grove (72) - Lockhart
2, Stone 19, Olive 14, Chavis 8,
Morris 16, Cooper 4, Crittendon
4, Adams 3, Miller 2.
Almo ( 35) - Crouse 2,
McGinnis 2, Dumas 10, Stalls 8,
Phelps 4, Cleaver 8, K. Starks 1.
,
Concord-Kirksey
Lynn Stone pumped in 22
points as New Concord overtook
Kirksey for a 52-39 win Tuesday
Mike Watson was the high point
man for Kirksey with 13.
The Kirksey Eagles led 13-10
at the end of the first quarter,

Three Morehead
Cagers Injured

and held a 25-20 edge at the half.
A big third quarter for the
Redbirds enabled them to take
a 3847 lead at the end of the
canto

Boggess 10, and Terry McCallon
10
SCORING
New Concord (52)- Stone 22,
Kingings, Williams 14, Walker
8, Beard, Allbritten 4, Myers 4.
Other double-figure scorers
Kirksey (39) - Watson 13,
for New Concord were David Boggess 10, Adams 6,
McCallon
Williams, 14, and for Kirksey 10, Rogers.
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Mistakes Cost Racers
First Loss Of Season

MOREHEAD Ky. (AP) Three of Morehead State University's basketball players are
"We made three mistakes
Quarterback Tom Pandolff
out of commission due to injuries—after two practice ses- that cost us the ballgame," completed 10 of 21 passes for 131
Murray State Coach Bill yards. Runningback Don
sions.
Furgerson said of his Racers' Clayton, leading collegeHead Coach Bill Harrell said 17-14 loss to Middle Tennessee division rusher in the nation last
week, had 97 yards in 21 rushes
Tuesday 6-foot-1 senior guard last Saturday.
The loss was the first of the and scored Murray's first
Joe Stallworth of Danville had
undergone knee surgery. He season for the Racers and give touchdown. Despite being held
was expected to miss the entire them 4-1 overall and 2-1 Ohio to well below his season
Valley Conference records.
average by the Raiders,
season.
Clayton is still averaging 139.6
Freshman Ted Hundley, a 6-Our fumble just before the yards
foot-8 center from Lexington,
a game.
half that permitted Middle
fractured his right hand in
Bruce
Farris with 12 tackles,
Tennessee to tie the score was
Monday's opening practice. He
the turning point," Furgerson 3 assists, and an interception
was expected to be out at least
said. "Then we had a mikup on was the Racer defensive star.
four weeks.
pass coverage that give them Paul Coltharp and Joe Echert
Winfred Hughes of Stanton
another touchdown and a bad each recovered Middle fumbles.
was expected to be out of acsnap from center led to their Dale Willis, who graded 72
tion about two weeks, due to a
percent on blocking assignfield goal."
fractured foot he received last
ments, was named top offensive
weekend in a fall at his home.
The Racers held the Blue lineman.
Raiders to 209 yards total ofThe Racers will play at East
fense on the rainy night while Tennessee Saturday. The
Many of the disenchanted A's
collecting 249 yards themselves. Buccaneers, 3-2 overall, and 2-1
have expressed displeasure
Tightend Bill Farrell was in the OVC, beat Appalachian
with their off-beat owner, who
named the offensive star of the State 19-11 last Saturday.
- has pulled many stunts similar
game by the Murray coaches
Buc
quarterback
Alan to the Andrews incident.
for his 4 pass receptions for 77 (lactwich, who leads the OVC
"I guess we're that good, that
Highway 68. The course is a 15- yards. A 19-yard reception by in both total offense and
we can overcome anything Finmile paved loop around the Farrell set up the first Murray passing, completed 16 of 21
ley can do to us," said outfield
Environmental
Education score in the second quarter and passes against Appalachian for star Reggie Jackson.
Center and Empire Farm with a 35-yarder set up the second in 200 yards. He scored all three
Although Manager Dick Wilflat to gently rolling terrain.
the third quarter. Each gave Buc touchdowns on sneaks.
liams didn't have a full crew,
Entry fee for the non- Murray first downs on the
East Tennessee has beaten
sanctioned events will be $1.50. Middle Tennessee 4-yard line. Eastern Kentucky 38-14 and
For those participating in the "Farrell's the best tightend in Tennessee Tech 27-14 and
lost to
team championships there the OVC," Furgerson said.
Western Kentucky 30-0.
will also be a $3.00 per team fee.
Entry fee for the ABLA sancetioned events will be $2.50
Medals will be awarded in each
of the non-sanctioned events in
addition to.championship.team
trophies. The team championships are open to a wide
range of groups including
Rick Kirnbrough of Ole Miss
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)highschools, and colleges,
Power runner Sonny Collins of added 38 yards to his nationsororities and fraternities,
Kentucky scored a touchdown leading punt return yardage toScouts, 4-H Clubs, family
on North Carolina last week to tal at Georgia Saturday, makgroups, and others. In addition,
pass placekicker Bill Davis of ing it 329 yards at an average
three trophies, and $200 in
Alabama for the Southeastern of 20.6 per return. Both the avprizes and merchandize will be
erage and total yardage are
Conference scoring lead.
awarded in the ABLA sancCollins now has 42 points for above all figures listed in last
tioned events.
the season, while Davis' who week's NCAA statistics.
Official bicycle tours will
made only three extra points
Mississippi State freshman
leave the North Information
against Florida, has 40.
Walter Packer returned a kickStation near Grand Rivers
Tennessee kicker Ricky off for 22 yards on Florida
Sunday at 1:00 p.m. and terTownsend missed the first PAT State to gain on Vanderbilt's
minate at Jenny Ridge Picnic
attempt of is one and one-half Doug Nettles and Georgia's
Area.
year career against Georgia Gene Washington in that cateAll riders interested in parTech last Saturday, breaking gory.. Packer's 267 yards is
ticipating in the race are urged
his personal string of successful third behind Nettles' 31 and
to register in advance. For
conversions at 45 and the tea 3 Washington's 289. Washington
further information write or
streak at 105.
is out with a broken ankle.
call Land Between The Lakes,
The team mark is a National
Veteran defensive backs EdTVA, Golden Pond, Kentucky
Collegiate Athletic Association die Brown of Tennessee and
42231, telephone 502-924-5602.
record, but Townsend was 15 Harry Harrison of Ole Miss
short of the SEC individual have rejoined the leaders in
mark of 60, set by Tennessee's pass interceptions at four each.
George Hunt in 1970 and 1971.
Brown has returned his 95
Alabama's Greg Gantt main- yards and Harrison 66. The othtains his lead in Southeastern ers with four interceptions are
Conference punting on a 46.5 Roger Mitchell of Auburn and
per-kick average. Gantt's aver- Vandy's Scott Wingfield.
age would rank No. 2 in the naThe statistics were compiled
tion, but he has kicked only 14 by the SEC commissioner's oftimes this season.
fice in Birmingham.

Bicycle Races Planned
In Land Between Lakes
Splendid hues of fall and
Invigorating fresh air will greet
riders in the Kentucky's
Western Waterland Fall Bicycle
Races and Tour that will be held
Saturday and Sunday, October
20 and 21, in Land Between The
Lakes The races are cosponsored by KWW, the
Jackson Purchase Wheelmen,
and TVA's Land Between The
Lakes, a 170,000-acre recreation
area between Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley.
The races will start Saturday
at 9:30 a.m. with succeeding
events
every
half-four
throughout the day. Primarily
designed for 10-speed bicycles,
the races will consist of two
Amateur Bicycle League of
America ( ABLA) sanctioned
events, and six non-sanctioned
races for ages 12 through
veteran men. The sanctioned
events-a women's and a senior
and veteran's and a senior and
veteran men's will begin at 2:00
p.m. Other type bikes are
welcomed in the non-sanctioned
events. Assembly area for the
races will be at Center Station
In
the
Environmental
Education Center in Land
Between The Lakes. Center
Station is located east of The
Trace on Silver Trail Road,
about nine miles north of the
TVA headquarters on U. S.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP)- Neither
cold. nor Tom Seaver nor
Charles 0 Finley could stop
the Oakland A's from their
appointed rounds Tuesday
night.
And as a result, the American League-champions hold a
2-1 lead over the National
League's New York Mets going
into tonight's fourth game of
the 1973 World Series.
We proved what we can do
despite the front office," said
Oakland third baseman Sal
Bando after the A's beat the
Mets 3-2 in 11 innings at Shea
Stadium's ice box and took the
lead in the seven-game Series.
As is 50-degree temperatures
and stiff winds weren't enough
of a detriment, the underdog
A's were saddled with a tworun deficit in the first inning
against Seaver, one of the best
pitchers in baseball.
Then there was the matter
about Finley and the roster.
Because of their eccentric owner, the A's could not use a full
25-man roster for the Series.
In a zany cause celebre, Finley reportedly "fired" Mike Andrews Sunday after the second
baseman made two costly errors that led to Oakland's 10-7
loss in Game 2.
His absence, combined with
the loss of another player before the Series due to a frontoffice misunderstanding, cut
the A's roster to 23 men.
Even the fact that Andrews
reportedly was on his way back
to the A's camp today apparently didn't help the club's general morale.

UK's Collins Grabs
Scoring Lead In SEC

he had enough in Bert Campaneris. The speedy shortstop
helped the A's tie the score 2-2
with a stolen base in the eighth
inning, then delivered the winning hit in the llth inning.
"I felt at the moment that I
was going to get a hit," said
Campaneris, whose single off
New York reliever Harry Parker drove home Ted Kubiak
from second base.
Earlier, Campy beat a fine
throw by New York catcher
Jerry Grote to steal second and
set up the A's second run.
From second base, it was
easy for Campaneris to race
home on Joe Rudi's single to
right. That tied the score 2-2
and spoiled a wonderful pitching performance by Met starter
Tom Seaver.
Until that point, the New
York ace was in command of
the situation with a crackling
fastball.
"The way he was starting
out," said rival pitcher Jim

"Catfish" Hunter, "I thought, nace. Then after the eighth arid
'Here he goes again.' But then 11th-inning rallies, the A's used
Seaver wasn't throwing as hard their powerhouse bullpen to
in the later innings. He had to nail it down.
rely on his control instead of
"We're deep in the bullpen,
his fastball later in the game." said Bando, "and that's where
we have an advantage."
As it was, Seaver struck out
When reliever Paul Lindblad
12 batters before leaving after
failed to get the Mets' leadoff
eight sparkling innings.
Many of those strikeouts batter in the 11th, the A's went
came in the early going, when to their old reliable: mustachioed Rollie Fingers.
the Mets had taken a 2,0 lead
Felix Millan sacrificed
built on that first-inning outto second
burst.
Wayne Garrett hit Wayne Garrett
Hunter's second pitch of the base, but Fingers let him hang
game into the right-field seats there by getting Rusty Staub on
for his second home run of the a fly ball and Cleon Jones on a
Series and the Mets scored bouncer.
That was the third appeartheir seond run on a wild pitch
by the Oakland ace later in the ance so far in the Series for the
busy Fingers.
inning.
meanwhi
Seaver,
le, dazzled
Fingers may not get the
the A's with a performance chance to appear again right
that included five straight away if Ken Holtzman pitches
strikeouts at one point. But it up to his capabilities tonight
didn't last forever.
The 20-game winner will start
In the sixth inning, the A's for Oakland against New
scored their first run on dou- York's Jon Matlack in a battle
bles by Sal Bando and Gene Te- of southpaws.
vow

Campy Dreams Of Slamming
Ball Over Distant Fences

NEW YORK (AP) - As a
baseball player, little Bert
Campaneris dreams of powering the ball over distant
fences such as Hank Aaron or
Willie Mays but he is happy at
being a banjo hitter with
speedy legs.
"Sometimes they say, 'That
Campy is one hell of a ball
player.' That is good enough
for me," the frail-looking Cuban said after leading the Oakland A's to an 11-inning, 3-2 victory over the New York Mets
Tuesday night for a 2-1 game
lead in the World Series.
"I try hard. I concentrate. I
do the best I can. If that is good
enough to win, I am very
happy."
Tuesday night-a raw, windy

and disappointing evening for
the Mets-was a happy one for
the 5-foot-11 I55-pound Oakland
shortstop.
He hit three singles, stole
second base after one hit to set
up and later score the tying run
and then, in the 11th, struck the
blow that brought Ted Kubiak
home with the deciding run.
The Mets have said one of
the men they fear most on the
Oakland team is Campaneris.
"He Wet kill- you with the
long hit-although he might,"
said Manager Yogi Berra. "But
he'll hurt you in a dozen other
ways."
Leading off the eighth inning,
his team trailing 2-1, Campaneris slashed a single to left.
Moments later, he cut loose for

second base. Jerry Grote, the
Mets' catcher, rifled his thros
to second baseman Felix
Milian. It was close, but Campy
was called safe.
He scored on Joe iludi's•
single and the game was tied 22.
"I go on my -own," Campaneris explained afterward. -I
usually go on my own. I watch
Seaver (Tom Seaver, the Met's
pitching ace) on television in
the playoffs. I watch him very
close.
"Seaver is slow in his move
to home plate. So I get the
jump and I go. Anytime, I get
a good jump, I go."
Campaneris said he had a lot
of confidence when he strode to
the plate in the llth with Kubiak on second base.
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DETROIT ( AP) - "The
Gods aren't smiling at us right
now" Detroit Coach Ted Garvin
said sullenly, "but they will."
Red Wings fans aren't smiling either, but the St. Louis
Blues finally have something to
grin about.
The Blues and Wings, only
teams in the National Hockey
League whoJiatin't won or tied
a game this season, met Tuesday night.
Now Detroit is the only team
of the 16 in the league without
a tie or victory following §t.
Louis' 3-2 triumph on a fluke
goal by Lou Angotti at 14:55 of
the iliiid period.
St. Louis now has a 1-2
record, while the Ret_Winga
are (14-for rookie HL coujh
, equalling their worst
ever

2fv

The winless
Kings and New
skated to their
in their game

In the only World Hockey Association game, the Toronto
Toros blanked the Los Angeles
Sharks 3-0.
"I thought it was our best
hockey game," Garvin insisted.
"But who would think a goal
like that would beat us"
goal like that would beat us "
It appealed the teams would.
settle for a tie until Angotti's
goal, his second this season.
Vale& Ai the bluèiliiè, he deflected an 80-foot shot by Bob
Plager and the puck trickier:Ito
the right of goalie Roy Ed,
wards, who had hinged to his
left to get Plager's drive.
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We Have A Good Selection of

1973 TRUCKS & 610's

LOS Angeles
York Islanders
second tie, 44,
Tuesday night.
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New Datsun B-210. There's
an all-new lowest-priced Datsun
this year! 2- and 4-Door Sedan,
g_id Hatchback. New reclining
bucket seats, 1300cc engine,
power assisted front disc brakes,
carpeting and more, included in
• the price. All this...and great
gas mileage!"Datsun Saves" is
looking better than ever!
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Andrews Gets Chance Vikings' Krause Named NFL Defensive Standout
To Telt Story Today
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NEW YORK (API — Mike
Andrews, who with two World
Series errors over the weekend
"became a household name,"
gets a chance to tell his story
today.
The Oakland A's infielder,
left the team Sunday after a
doctor signed a statement
declaring him disabled, was
scheduled to be in uniform for
World Series game No. 4
against the New York Mets
tonight.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
has ordered Andrews reinstated.
His teammates want him to
tell the full story of his meeting
with team owner Charles 0.
Finley.
"Sure, we want it to be made
public," said Reggie Jackson,
team player representative,
after Tuesday night's 11-inning,
3-2 victory.
Jackson talked by telephone
with Andrews Tuesday and said
later the infielder agreed to
leave the A's "because Charlie
Finley threatened to destroy
him."
Andrews signed the doctor's
statement, acknowledging the
reported disability.
Jackson added, "We know
the man we play for, and we

bind together."
Sal Bando said the Andrews
incident, "took our minds off
Tom Seaver and the balIgame."
Gene Tenace added, "What a
game! You make two errors
and become a household
name."

UK Grid Squad In
'Learning Sessions'
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
football team looked forward to
"strictly learning sessions" for
the remainder of the week,
after Coach Fran Curd described the team as being "just
battered and bruised."
"We're not going to hit any
more in practice this week.
We're going to conserve our
people," he said.
Kentucky travels to Baton
Rouge, La. Saturday to play
Louisiana State University.
Curd said he "knows they
(I-SUI are strong and quick
and have a lot of depth." He
said he lost to LSU as a player,
but when he was an assistant
coach at the University of
Miami, MU was defeated.
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JOE MORRIS &
MOBILE HOMES

f Grote, the
xi his throw
man Felix
1, but Campy

Lot No. 2 — Almo, Ky.
Joe Rudi's
e was tied 2-

112'x,65'

2it&r 3 bedrooms, total
electric with the following extras:. 4" walls,
house type door, storm windows, plumbed
deluxe furniture,
cathedrlfo
roof, hurricane straps, double door refrigerator,
11
/
2 baths.

Campiterward. "1
wn. I watch
the Met's
television in
di him very

'5495

in his move
I get the
ytime, I get

Free Delivery and Set-Up on your
lot within 150 miles.

he had a lot
he strode to
th with Ku..

Also such Specials as 12'x60' with
Carpet and House-Type Door
$4395
12'x52', Completely Carpeted
$3895 _
We Also Have A Good Selection of

8'-10'-12' Wide Used Homes
Before you buy your Mobile Home see Jerry
Morris or Gary Young at Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Home Service in Almo, Ky.

FOR HAIR LOSS

NEW YORK (AP) — "It
wasn't our best performance,
but it was typical of the kind of
defense we play," said Minnesota Coach Bud Grant. But it
was typical Paul Krause—and
that's About the best kind of defense there is.
The Viking free safety, with
more interceptions than any
other active player in the National Football League, added
his 60th and 61st Sunday
against San Francisco.
They both came at most opportune times—when the 49ers
were driving into Minnesota
territory in the fourth quarter.
"Both of those interceptions
at the very least kept them
from kicking field goals," said
defensive end Bob Lurtsema.
"We're leading 14-13 and either
time a field goal puts them
ahead."
But San Francisco never got
ahead. In fact, the 49ers wound
up farther behind. The unbeaten Vikings went on to win 17-13,
posting their fifth straight regular-season victory.
And for his timely standout
play, Krause was named today
as The Associated Press Defensive Player of the Week in the

NFL.
Others nominees included
Miami defensive tackle Manny
Fernandez, who had 12 unassisted tackles, nine assists and
was in on two quarterback
sacks in the Dolphins' 17-9 victory over Cleveland; Kansas
City defensive end Wilbur
Young, who blocked a pair of
Green Bay field goal attempts;
and Washington safety Ken
Houston, who intercepted two
passes to thwart potential New
York touchdown drives.
San Francisco quarterback
Steve Spurrier drove the 49ers
80 yards for a touchdown and
was riddling the Minnesota secondary in the final period before Krause came to the rescue.
The 49ers had rolled to the
Vikings' 12-yard line when
Krause stepped in front of
Doug Cunningham, grabbed the
ball at the 10 and brought it
back four yards.
Minnesota subsequently was
forced to punt--and back came
the 49ers again.
With about three minutes to
go, Spurrier looked for Cunningham once more—and once

Pro Cage Roundup

Frank Moran Shows He ReGrew Her He Did Not Have Male
Pattern Baldness

EBB'S HAIR CONSULTANT WILL
EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE AT
THE HOLIDAY INN, U.S. 641 SO,
Murray, Ky. - Friday, Oct. 19

HOURS 1 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 17
New is the time to act on this
great opportunity Every
hair worried person (man or
woman) should take ad
vantage of this FREE
CONSULTATION.
Many
users have reported not only
stopping their hair from
thinning .
but are really
growing more hair.
GUARANTEED
You will be given a written
guarantee on a pro rated
basis from the beginning to
'the end
Naturally we could not
give you such a guarantee if
it didn't work
CANM
CAN'T HELP
Wale petem baldness is the
...cause of a great maiority of
cases of bladness and excessive hair loss, for which
_no method is ottective Ebb
Hair Specialists cannot help
those who are slick bald after
years of gradual hair loss.
OTHER NEARBY LOCATIONS.
Mayfield, Holiday Inn , Sat. Oct. 20

4

But, if you are not already
slick bald, hOw can you be
sure what is actually causing
your hair loss? Even if
baldness seems to "run in the
family,"this is certainly no
proof of the cause of your
hair loss.
Many conditions can cabse
hair loss. No mattgr which
one is causing your hair loss,
if you wait until you are slick
Bald and your hair roots are
dead you are beyond help
So, if you still have hair on
top of your head, and would
like to stop hair loss and
now is the
grow more hair
time to do something about it
before it's too late
FREF CONSULTATION
Just take a few minutes of
. your torte on Friday, Oct. )9
:
and go to the 14444Loy lee 1,66
641 So in Murray, Ky.,
between 1 p.m. and 8:30 p.M.
and ask the De* Clerk for.
E.T. Miller, room number.
There is no charge or
obligatton... all consultations
are private, you will not be
embarrassed1 any way.

Knicks Rout Braves;
76ers Defeat Houston
. NEW YORK (API — Dean
Meminger, however, wasn't
Meminger, the New York the Knicks-high scorer. That
Knicks' smallest player at honor went to Dave DeBuss6 foot-1, doesn't often get a chere, who celebrated his 33rd
chance to go against a man his birthday with 28 points and 14
own size.
rebounds.
But when he does, he delights
Niers 106, Rockets 161
in it.
Philadelphia, which lost its
Meminger faced Buffalo's first 15 games in the 1972-73
touted rookie, 6-0 Ernie DiGr- season and wound up with a 9egorio, Tuesday night and en- 73 record—worst in pro basketjoyed the highest scoring game ball history—needed only three
of his National Basketball games to gain its first victory
Association career, collecting this season, beating Houston
point(); as the Knicks routed the 106-101.
Braves 11741.
Fred Carter paced the 76ers
In the only Other NBA game with 29 points and Larry Jones,
Tuesday night, the Philadelphia who hit 15 of his 17 points in
76ers defeated the Houston the second half, and Steve Mix
Rockets 106-10..
each sank two free throws in
The San Antonio Spurs scored the final minute seading the
their first victory, beating the victory.
winless Virginia Squires 116-106
Spurs 116, Squires 106
in the lone American Basketball
San Antonio, playing its ml
Association game
tial season in the ABA, had lost
"When you play a man like its first four games before
Ernie D," explained Meminger, handing Virginia its fourth set"you have to make him pay the back 116-106.
price(play defense) or he'll kill
The Spurs, who took over the
• On offense.- DiGregorbr.-struggling Dallas franchise,
scored only 12 points
were led by Coby Dietrick's 24
Meminger, whose Previous points and rookie George Karl
pro high was 25 points, sli- and Rich Jones' 21 each.
thered through the Buffalo deGeorge Gervin was high for
tense for most of his points on Virginia with 24 pints
easy layups. He hit five-of-five
field goals attempts in the first
period, when the Knicks took
the lead for good 28-22, and
added 12 points in the fourth
quarter.
"It's ridiculous for a guy who
averages only about six points
a game( Meminger's average in
his two previous seasons in the
NBA was 5.2), to make so
By ERIC PREWTIT
many easy layups," said Buf- Associated Press ports Writer
falo's Jim McMillian, game
NEW YORK (API — Oakland
high scorer with 29 points. "But
the Knicks were executing very A's Manager Dick Williams had
only one thing to tell Jim "Catwell."
fish" Hunter after the New York Mets opened the third
World Series game the way
they finished the second.

Williams Had
Only One Thing
To Tell Hunter

"I just told him to hold them
to those two runs and that
maybe we could get back in
It," Williams said after OakDiller or Dollar
Bowling League
land's 3-2 victory in 11 innings
Team
W L
Tuesday nighL-Rolling Stones
lr
11
But Williams wasn't taking
le
Misfits
12
any gambles against the Mets'
Pin Drops '74
1542 12/
1
2
Patroits
13/
1
2 11/
1
2 Tom Seaver, who was pitching
Ding A Lings
with a 2-1 lead after six in13 • 1S
Dreamers
12/
1
2
nings.
In the seventh, he
Rollers
12/
1
2 15Y2
pinch hit for the bottom three
Four Aces
:32.
16
High Team Game (SC)
batters in his order, including
Misfits
652
Hunter.
Patriots
558
Four Aces
557
"Cat was throwing very well,
High Team Game (HC)
Misfits
836 we thought, but I also was
Patriots
759 afraid we might have just two
Four Aces
752 more innings to go, the way
High Team Series (SC)
Misfits
1812 they were blitzing us," the
Rolling Stones
1596 manager explained.
Four Aces
1553
The three pinch hitters failed
High Team Series (HC)
Misfits
2364 to tie the score in the seventh,
Pin Drops '74
2180 but Bert
Campaneris and Joe
Ding A Linos
2171
Rudi combined to make it 2-2 in
High Ind Game (SC)
Pat Scott
'
•
184 the eighth.
Mary Smith
184
Pat Frye
Campy won it in the 11th with
177
Glenda Hill
171
a single that scored Ted KuJudy Hale
171
biak. "Our hitters said that
High Ind Game (HC)
Pat Frye
223 Seaver, stuffwise, didn't lose a
Judy Hale
—
222
thing. But-he might have startPat Scott
270
no, series s
ed coming up with the ball a
Mary S
I141111
41
520 little in the sixth," said WilGlenda MR
•
495
hams•
Bonnie Hale
466 -

High IR* SenillhANC)
Mary Smith.
,
Bonnie NAB,
- - —•
Nancy TOttd
WO Averages
Glenda Hill
Margaret Morton
Jane Buchanan
•
Mary Smith
Pat Scott
.
Sondra Rice
Jane Knight
Kay Addison

more Krause got to the Dalli ,cisco 40. Several plays later
first. This time he picked it off Fred Cox kicked a 22-yard field
at the Minnesota 36 and ran it goal that wrapped up the
back 24 yards to the San Fran- triumph.

619.

BASKETBALL•
—
.

161
157
157
155
153
157
14.5
140

KANSAS CITY — The Kansas
Kingsof the
City-Omaha
National Basketball Association
signed Howard Kornives, an
eight-year veteran guard
recently released by the Buffalo
Braves
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HOWERscissoRCLINIC
October 19th & 20th

PINKING
SEWING
BARBER
GARDEN
KITCHEN
SURGICAL
ETC.

*Sharpening
Toward the
Sale Price

Ground to a perfect uniform edge by experts
with the finest commercial equipment avail-

ON ALL HOOVER APPLIANCES!

BOWLING
STANDINGS

N.+

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 17, 1973

able. Bring

in all

your scissors,

neighbors,tool All work done while

BIG REDUCTIONS
TWO DAYS ONLY

you

REGULAR

;
PINKING

SHEARS

SHEARS

Your
shop.

Reg. '24.95

Sale Price
•Mixes Drinks

$1988
Less Sharpening
Cost

•Blends Foods
•Crushes ice

with
Instamatic
Control

Bring All Your Scissors,
Your Neighbors Tool

Split second b't tidthq

NEW!

Reg. 114.95

NOCIVER_ZrEAM DWUIRON
-Sal. Price

let) SW'

25 BIG
STEAM PORTS
Won't spit or drip!
Specially treated
steam chamber
assures efficient

$11 Se
Less Sharp•ning Cost

99

You Pay$
Stainless Steel Sole Plate

Niter

conversion.

• •

You can apply the cost of All Your Scissors Sharpened
towards purchase of Any Hoover Appliance. Ifs possible to
get one FREE!!

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC
Sale Price
FRY
$1988
PAN

IMMERSIBLt!
DISMANTLES IN A
JIFFY FOR CLEANING

• Removable Handles

• Removable Warming Tray
• Removable Control

Less Sharpening Cost

with handy
Warming
Tray

9
9
0

You Pay$

•

Portable
Hair
Dryer
Sale Price

'24" #
Less Sharpening Cost

•Greater air flow
dries hair faster
•Easy to carry, easy
to store
•Large hood with
see-thru visor
helps dry bangs
•Four temperature
settings
•Cord storage area.

$9
You Pay"•

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571
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BOY'S

Long Sleeve

PANTY
HOSE

POLYESTER

BED
ILLOW
•Soft & Restful

•Fiberfill

Scotch
18"x18"

Guard

SOFA PILLOWS

Reg.
'1.22

SHIRTS
v Turtle Necks
& Button Up
Size 4-7

Large Array of Colors

Reg. 88'

DRESS PANTS

BEAUTIFUL

•Flare •Double Knit •Sizes 4 to 7

PLAID

BEDSPREAD

RIPPLE SPUN
SEERSUCKER

BLANKET

ASSORTMENT

ASSORTMENT

•Twin & Full
• Machine Washable
•No Iron

and

•Beautiful Fashion
Colors
•Washable
•Moth-Resistant

•Easy Care

PUCKER PRINTS
& SOLIDS

BODY
SUITS

65% Polyester
35% Caton

Special Purchase!
YOUR CHOICE!

45" Wide

— Sizes S-M-L

Reg. '1.58

NO MORE TANGLES

HOT4CUPPOT

Limit 1

Reg. '1.24
-70z.

ELECTRIC

POPCORN
POPPER

compere et

v Pops 4 Qts.
v Cord Set Include

*3 Styles
*Realistic
*Exotic Planter

PLANTERS

12½ 'Ounce

WITH BROWN
PLANTER ANTIQUED
IN BLACK•

Limit 1 ,

COMMAND

Regular....'2.58

DRY & NATURAL DEODORANT
14-oz. Size

BRAIDED
RUGS
Lovely asst. colors in
a perfect color
group to go with any
room. Large
16'1‘29" size.

EASY TO CARE
F0R*9996 NYLON

Regulitr...*1.37

3 have styles of poly
green plants in an
attractive sculptured
looking pots. Choice of
one oit all three.

BERNZ-O-MATIC

TORCH SET
and
REFILL

DuPONT 9'x12'

GLEN VISTA RUGS
Non-Skid Backing

EVEREADY 1R. COMMANDER

LANTERN

101 Uses Around
Shop or Home

TORCH KIT
Reg. '8.99

•"COUNTRY
MANOR"
*Oval 16"X29"

Foliage

Reg. '1.58

v• Easy to Put Down
Lovely New Designs

REFILL
Reg. '1.47
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ALCOHOLIC

Allergy
claim
doubted
By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Bob:
I'm a member of Alcoholics Anonymous and it's been
around AA for a long time that
alcoholism is an allergy. Can
you shed any light on this?
Serenity Sam
Dear Serenity Sam:
Sometimes former alcoholics refer to their addiaion to
alcohol as an "allergy" but do
not use the word in its scientific sense. What they mean is
that they react to alcohol differently. They sometimes
seem to be saying there is a
sensitivity to alcohol or an abnormal reaction to alcohol.
It is possible for an individual to be allergic to any of the
ingredients used in Ithe distilling process as well as to the
alcohol itself, but, if he were,
his allergy wouldn't manifest
itself in alcoholism. In such
cases, the sensitivity would
more likely produce symptoms similar to those that occur in other allergies, such as
sneezing, hay fever, or hives
and fruit allergy. Also, allergies do not ordinarily lead to a
craving for the substance that
causes them after the reaction.
You probably hear around
AA that alcoholism is an allergy of the body coupled with
the compulsion of the mind. In
a true sense, I doubt the allergy part, but one cannot doubt
the compulsion of the mind.
Also, there is much to be
learned about the sensitivity
to alcohol that some people do
possess.
Bob
Dear Mr. Scott:
I heard that once an alcoholic, always an alcoholic. If
this is true, then why waste
time trying to treat or cure
the alcoholic' I have an uncle
in my fanulbe who has been
treated on and off for 10 years
and still drinks more now than
when he started.
Grumpy
Dear Grumpy:
Since alcoholism is a chronic and progressive disease
process, it cannot be "cured."
But it can be controlled and
even regulated. To cure would
mean to restore the alcoholic
to a condition that would enable him to drink in a controlled manner and the majority of experts agree that
because alcoholism is a lifelong addiction, this cannot be
done, but the illness can be interrupted and the person can
recover through abstinence
and treatment.
Modern methods of treating
alcoholism include: medication which is used to ease the
discomforts of withdrawal, to
treat any medical complications that may be-present and
sometimes induce an aversion
to alcohol; counseling or therapy which consists of treating
the psychological and emotional aspects of the problem
'and working on the daily
problem solving techniques
areas, such as family, job,
recreation, etc.; and Alcoholics Anonymous, a worldwide
fellowship of more than
500,000 people who were afflicted with alcoholism and
now share their own experiences in the hope of drawing
strength and inspiration to
solve their common problems
and to help others achieve sobriety.
Reports of success of various sources range from 15 to
more than 80 per cent, but the
method employed seems to be
less of a determining factor in
recovery than early treatment, the patient's earnest
desire to get well and the support of those close to him.
The reason we treat alcoholics is to help them learn to
control their disease and to be
happy while they are doing it.
Bob
Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
Ave., Orange, ('alif. 92666.
(Telephone 714-633-9582 ).
(Copyright, 1973, Copley
News Service and Beverly
Enterprises)

Now you can gamble
indoors in Holland
T11:- Du trig Purlifilmmt has-lifted the ben on indoor gambling, making casinos legal
for the first time.
Until now, the only legal
gambling in Holland was
through state-run lottery and
football pools and horse-racing bets. --CNS
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Bodies of Four Kidnap Victims Are Discovered
an's ex-husbands. They are
being held for investigation of
murder and kidnap, police said.
The woman, Mrs. Dorothy
Sanchez, 34, had been disembowelled and two of the other bodies exhibited numerous
knife wounds, Sheriff Frank
Bland said. Police said Mrs.
Sanchez was abducted early
Monday from a home in the
Grand Terrace suburb of this

WEDNESDAY--9CTOBER 17, in
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Southern California city. Seized found McGrall's body Tuesday
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FURNISHED APARTMENT, cessories, $40.00. Phone 753-0771.
Ogn of no business. Hanna Sigr
one bedroom, air conditioned. 2kt
Company,753-8346
TFC
miles out on 121. Couple or single
boy. Phone 753-3139 or 753-4064.

tire, good
• selling,
'hone 753403 South

38. Patt-tiPP1kis

, $60.00

27. Mobile Home Sales

7OR and
lone 753-

Lnd stereo
7hristmas
Regular
8. Model
iale price
Regular
18. Model
sale price
Regular'
88. Roby
Benton,
,ember2C

S. Plow _
wer. Sell
'hone 901- •

1111111

d trailer,
28 H.P.
00 firm.

peed, 10
r. Phone
753-4876.

•

-repairpert gersale. Ben
Ientucky.
TFC

nced
finest
!Wing
ill Ed
7 P.M

s $595.00.
or, across
is, Ten-

organs.
Lonardo
is from
nnessee.

id Pest
30 South
ay you
r way."

control
4:01 call
g Corn-

F.95. Any
Atomic
Murray
mber 5C

CAMPING
TRAILER-1968 JOHN'S REPAIR Service. ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
TFC
Shasta 15' Lo-Flyte. Phone 753- Plumbing-electrical-roofing and Phone Paris,642-6551.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
8530 or see at 503 South 7th.
753-76/5 nights.
TFC
SIGNS PAINTED.Phone 436-2127
after 5:00 p.m.
B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
basements, foundations, patios, SCARBOROU
GH PLUMING &
FOR ALL ;our additions- sidewalks, driveways, retaining Electric Complete pump repair
remodeling, residential or walls, etc. Septic tank in- service. Let us check your old
commercial. New or old. Free stallations, 437-4734 or 437pump for you before you buy a
October23C new one. 24 hour emergency
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC 4765.
service. Phone 753ROY HARMON finish carpenter. 5543
October30C
CONSTRUCTION- Custom building and remodeling.
CEMENT
porches, patios, driveways and Houses trimmed-formica tops
ASPHALT Driveways, and
garages. 20 years experience. and
doors -Quality
work- parking lots sealed, professional
Phone Lee Childress, 753manship. Phone 753-0790.
TFC finishing. Estimates freely
6170.
017?
' given. Phone collect 247FURNITURE STRIPPING & 2423.
November 6P
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN. Antiques, The Barn, 5 miles
Having trouble getting those odd West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
jobs done? Free estimate. No OF McDaniel, owner 753pushing, fence row, stumps and
7499.
to small. Phone 753November 6C Itches,etc. Phone 7530605.
October24C
9807.
October 19C
GUTTERING BY bears. Sears"
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
seamless gutters, installed per
CERAMIC TILE repair work. your specifications. Call Larry home, ages 3 months to 3 years.
Repair or remodeling, also Lyles at 753-2310 for free Experienced. Phone 489-2418.
_
shower doors and tub enclosures. estimate.
TFC LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
Call 474-2262.- - November 10C
graveLPhone 474"BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, 3713.
October29C
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
years. For free detailed estimate
roof house and furnish shingles
phone Atkins Gutter Service,
for $19.00 a square. Also will do
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
Murray, 753-8407 or 753-8992.
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet patch jobs. Phone 753-6569.
Master 489-2504
TFC
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
GET READY for fall Delta
home, 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Ex- FREE ESTIMATE
on septic tank Sigma Phi will do that yard
perienced. Reasonable rates. installation.
Phone 753-7850. TFC cleaning or painting for you.
Phone 753-6737.
Phone 767-2128, 767-2311 or 7537798.
JERRY'S REFINISHING & WILL DO trash and brush
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. 753-6130.
TFC DOTER SERVICE D-6 CAWpillar. Plyne 753-9807
Octet-Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492
I9C
8837.
TFC TIMBER-LODGE on Te 1111
Tucky Lake, Route 1,jSpringville,
Tennessee, will build comolete
FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8 fireplaces, starting at only
foot Vats) and complete chair 6695.00. Selection of stones FREE FIREWOOD, cut yogi. caning service. The Olde Shoppe available. Satisfaction own, all you want. Phone Bentob
3544638 Hwy. 68 near Jonathan
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753- guaranteed. Phone 901-593TFC Croak.
8240.
November 6C 3534
‘

SALE
FURNISHED APARTMENT, AUCTION
$140.00. Unfurnished $120.00. every Friday night, 641 Auction 44. Lots For Sale
Located at Embassy Apart- House, Paris, Tennessee.
ments. Available now. Phone 753- Another load from St. Louis;
KEN IANA
SHORES-Large 1971 FORD Durnp truck, 2 speed
4331. November 8C secretary desk, wind up victrola,
pictures, wash stand, light fix- wooded lots for $25 down & $25 ,axle, good tires, short wheel
per month-All utilities including base, Low mileage. Call 436-5.582.
VACANT-NICE - large two tures, tables, chairs, cedar chest,
water-Lake access-All weather
dining
piece
9
suite,
room
of
lots
10' x 50' TWO bedroom used bedroom apartment in country. glass, dishes,
odds and ends of all streets 'Phone 4364320 or 436- BUICK-1967. Phone 753-7642
mobile home. New carpeting all $85.00 per month. No dogs. Phone
October 27C after 8:00 p.m.
kinds.
Open
Thursday night. 2471
753-8333
or 753-7671.
the way through, electric heat
Shorty McBride-247 and James
and storm windows. $2450.00.
46:tiomes For S31111111 CHEVELLE-1968 SS396, over
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT, E. Travis-278.
Phone 753-4469.
450 H.P. Body and motor exair conditioned, carpeted,
THREE BEDROOM brick home, cellent. Will take motorcycle in
utilities partly furnishd. Couple AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
central heat and air, four acres. trade. $2800.00 invested over last
or one adult. No pets. Available October 20, 10:00 a.m, rain or
29. Mobile Home Ren
311 miles east on 94. Phone 753- year, asking $1800.00. Phone 753now. For appointment phone 753- shine, 5 miles east of Murray
at 6648.
9699.
NEW MOBILE home, two 3001 or 474-2260
after 4:00 p.m. the Lather Geurin farm. glirn
bedroom, all electric carpeted
$50.00 deposit, $125.00 month, NEW DELUXE two bedroom right at second blacktop at sign TWO BEDROOM house on lot in
Kirksey with outbuilding. Phone
water furnished. Phone 753-2377. apartments, unfurnished, car- on Highway 94 east.
MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
peted, central heat and air, range Mr. Geurin sold farmowill sell 489-3544.„
_
-1953 Ford Ferguibb
all -1973_reereational vehicles.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, MY or and refrigerator. References OM,
dike, Apowing machine. THREE BEDROOM house, two Exampler-17' Fifth Wheel
electric heat. Water and storage required. Couples or with one
cultipacker, good rubber tire baths, fireplace, k..2 basement, on "Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained
building furnished. $65.00 a child. No pets. Phone 753-7724 or wagon
with bed and harrow 60'x450' lot. Phone 753-2588. $4,330. 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper,
after
5.00
p.m. 753-2409.
month. Phone 489-2513.
equipment. Sheltered when not in
Chevrolet chassis, self contained
use. In best condition. John Deere
$7,836. These are just two of the
DUPLEX
APARTMENT
1405
.
60' x 12' HOUSE trailer on
steel tire wagon, compete with FOUR BEDROOM brick house many units that must go. No
on approximately one acre, three
Kentucky Lake on large private Stadium View Drive. Competely brakes, other
horse drawn tools,
trade ins at these low, low prices.
equipped
with appliances. 4145.00
miles south of Murray. Phone
lot. Electric heat and air conharness,
collars,
hole
8
hog
Sale starts Friday September 28.
per
month.
Phone
753-4981
after
ditioning. Phone 436-2427 after
feeder, cattle chute on wheels, 753-7620.
Open 7 days a week through
8:00
p.m
7:00 pan.
platform and beam scales, split
October.
and sawed Vies, rolls of wire, JUST WHAT you've been
Murphy's Camper Sales & Ser- TIMBEFC-1,01)GE of TennTWO BEDROOM air conditioned
For Rent
il 'vice "Your complete RV 'Ricky Lake,
wide side boards for 1963 Ford for! Three bedroom brickkViotl
Route 1, Springville,
with
carpet
t
mobile home, small court. Clean
throughout
and tile Headquarters" Hwy 62 east, Tennessee
Concrete
blocks,
TWO BEDROOM futnished pickup.
will
do your stone
bath.
Plenty large oak trees in Dawson Road,
surroundings. One person $60.00
wrenches,
chains,
metal
ice
box
Princeton, Ky. work. Large selections of stone;
cottage at Panorama Shores.
*
month, two people, $70.00 month.
and tongs, no heater, muffin and yard area plus five acres fenced 365-5082.
October29C Phone 901-593-3534.
Phone 436-5513.
---TFC
in,
including
Lakeway Court, phone 753-8216
a
three
bay
stable.
%t irons, tea, dinner and wash
Saturday, October 20, 1973
*
after 5:00 p.m.
kettles, oil lamp and lanterns, 2 Also one 16' x 40' block building
*
with hot and cold running water,
*
8:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon
NEW MOBILE home, two THREE BEDROOM brick house. straight razors, dated, and other plus two other
storage buildings.
*
cans,
old
bottles,
grinders,
kitbedrooms, all electric, carpeted. $145.00 per month. Couples only.
the First Christian Church will hold
Group
of
One
*
Only
2L2 miles from downtown.
chen'csbinet, dresser base, good
*
For the convenience of the Citizens of
$50.00 deposit. $125.00 month. Five miles west on 94. Phone 753Shown
and
priced
*
by
apSpeed
Queen
washer,
large steel
Water furnished. Phone 753-2377 7579 or see James Dobson,
__Murray and Calloway County . .
* a Garage Sale of Household Items in the garage
pointment only. Phone 753-8500
Apartment 3, 1608 West Main. castrating clamps, one burner oil after
*
or 753-8921
6:00 p.m.
stove, corn sheller, 2 to 10
of Walter Apperson, 1511 Chaucer Dr.
gallon churns and Jars, jugs, steel
and wood barrels, five gallon
CLOTHING, DISHES,
FOR SALE
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru. Friday
cans and many small hand tools.
7-12
Noon Saturday
Eats available. Not responsible YAMAHA 200, electric start, just
Ford 4500 Diesel
EVERYONE IS INVITED!!
for
accidents.
Douglas like new. 1,4e0 actual miles.
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Mrs. Clegg Austin is in charge of Sale.
Shoemaker in charge of sale, Phone 753-9401.
Starting September 1, 1973
•34.4t
41- 4
44**4-**********-41-4k
phone 753-3375, Murray.
*

49. Used Cars &

OIL'Houses

*
*
*

N

GARAGE -SALE ****
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

E

The Land Fill Hours

ETC.

BACKHOE & TRACTO

d Kodak
Photo
7 after 5

and inguitar,
3!Tither 8C

"SAVE IT 'THERE MAY FE A STRING
SHOFZTAGE,TOO."

firiteovert„-biAMO

IN

1GUSON

06e5

1973 CHALLENGER 12' x 37'
mobile home. WW sell, or take
over payments. Two bedrooms,
air conditioned, all electric.
Phone 474-2715.

roR and
.- 11. See at
. Main

hog, 1965
s. Phone
'633.

41.Niabitatalli

51. Services Offered

51. Sergiois OfferoVAAI

41111111faiamo

Call for Free Estimates 498-re

51. Services Offered

50. Campers

ItlikrtiaCir Rent
WANT TO RENT house in
country with barn and small FURNISHED SLEEPING
room
acreage Phone 753-6706, room 49. with bath and
refrigerafor,
private entrance. Also adjustable
200 TO 300 acres of land for corn dress form for sale Phone 753or beans. Preferably on north and 1394.
west side of Murray. Phone 4928613 after 5:00 p.m.
36. For Rent Or Lease

SIDING

111C;

In goad
51.

Another View

31. Want To Rent

ALUMINUM

WEDNESDAY-OCTOBER 17, 1973

1060 hours, loader with lift capacity of 4500 lbs.
Backhoe digging to depth of 15' 1 -

Also Axle Trailer. 2 years

$8700

old -

1970 KAWASAKI 500 road bike.
Excellent condition. Owner needs
BEAUTIFUL,
WOODED money, must sell. $550.00 firm.
building site overlooking golf Phone 753-6051.
course 150 x 250, reasonable.
65cc LEGGERO-Harley
Phone 753-0509
motorcycle, 1971. Phone 753-8530
or see at 503 South 7th.

44. Lots For Sale

1500

'WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south o MX-80 YAMAHA, $200.00. 1973
Murray, for your new home or model in good condition. Phone
mobile home. Call owner 753 436-5870 after 8:30 p.m.
9774.
023C
1972 YAMAHA 250, excellent
condition. Take over payments
$42.00 monthly. 1962 Chevrolet
transmission and motor, $100.00.
Phone 489-2560

Call Collect (312)349-8545

Notice of Meeting

The 32nd annual membership meeting of the Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association, Inc., of Murray, Ky. will be held on Saturday,
October 20, 1973.

Wisitalwaidedil
1970 BUICK Electra, 225 all
power, clean, Good condition.
Call 753-2380.

The meeting will be held at the association warehouse. This will be an
open house type meeting, from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Refreshments
will be served to all who attend.

FORD-1967 pickup truck..
Excellent condition. Priced to
sell. Phone 753-6722 or 753-6575.

Three Directors are to be elected to serve a three year term on the
Board of Directors.

DATSUN 1200-1972. Good
condition. Runs great. $1450.00.
Phone 753-9992 after 5:00 p.m.

A statement of the 1972 operation will be given to each voting member.
Prizes will be awarded to the lucky ticket holders, and a small priz* for
all in attendance.

CORVAIR-1963. Can be seen
behind Five Points Welding Shop.
DODGE-1960. Good motor and
snow tires
Included, $50.00. Phone 753-4773
or see at 1710 Keenland Drive

transmission, two

We are a little late on holding our meeting
cumstances beyond my control.

this year, due to cir-

This is your business and your meeting. Come and take part in it

- Calloway County Soil Improvement Assoc., Inc.
Guy S. Wilson, Mgr.

PONTIAC CATLINA-1968 with
power and air, $425.00, 1930
Model-A Ford, $1,000.00. Phone
753-5429 after 4:00 p.m.

'VOLKSWAGEN BUG-1967. New
paint, new motor. Phone 753-6860
after 5:00 p.m.
TOYOTA-1968 Corona deluxe,
four door, automatic transmission. Phone 436-2427 after
7:00 p.m.

*
*
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Tappan Announces Third
Quarter Operating Results

Randy Hess Named Assistant_.
Director Of Project Apollo

Deaths and
funerals N
Lawrence Foster's
Rites Thursday
At Funeral Home

Randy Hess of St. Louis, who
has a wide range of experience
in outdoor and environmental
education, has been named
assistant director of the Project
Apollo pilot program at Murray
State University.
He will assist Bill Holt,
director of the outdoor
educational program recently
awarded a $125,000 grant by the
National Office of Student
Assistance of the U.S. Office of
Education.
A joint announcement of
Hess' appointment was made
by Dr. Donald B. Hunter, dean
of the School of Education, and
Jim Biggs, Upward Bound
director on the campus. The
grant is being administered by
the School of Education as an
extension of Upward Bound.
Hess, 24, has completed
course work for the master's
degree in environmental studies
at Southern Illinois University.
He plans to prepare a thesis
based on Project Apollo, a
program to be conducted in the
Land Between the Lakes
national recreation area integrating interdisciplinary
learning with the stresschallenge adventure
methodology.
A graduate of Denison
University, Granville, Ohio, in
1967, Hess taught several
courses in outdoor education at
STU as a graduate student and
worked two years in the outdoor
laboratory.
His other experience includes
two summers as an instructor
with the Minnesota Outward
Bound program and as leader of
a six-man Arctic exploration
last summer, a group that

became only the third to
complete the expedition from
Great Slave take to the Arctic
Ocean.
Hess, who will be working to
develop the program and activities of Project Apollo, has
also done whitewater canoeing,
rafting, climbing and backpacking in Colorado, Wyoming
and South Dakota and caving in
Minois, Indiana and Ohio.
Participants in Project Apollo
will come from Upward Bound
programs in 18 states. Four
different series structured to
the academic school year will
be conducted in a 30-squaremile area in the southern half of
the LBL about 15 miles from
the campus.
The first group in the
program designed to build selfesteem and confidence and to
develop dormant potential is
scheduled to be involved the
weekend of Nov. 10.

for
services
Funeral
Lawrence P. Foster of Murray
Route Three will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home with
Charles Simmons ofBro.
ficiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
.City Cemetery. Friends may
call at the funeral home.
Mr. Foster, age 62, died
Monday at three p.m. at the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
He had retired after 32 years of
service with the Chicago Bridge
and Iron Company last January
when he and his family moved
to their home on Highway 94
East near Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Survivors are 4s-..wife, Mrs.
W.B. COLE OF Route 1, Murray, displays three of the "giant
Margie Harris Foster, Murray
beans" he has grown. Mr. Cole says he has four hills of the
butter
Route Three; four daughteraverage 1112 to 12 inches in length.
which
beans
s,Mrs. Leon Whiteford, of San
Bernardino, Calif., Miss Bonnie
Foster of San Diego,Calif., Miss
Peggy Foster of Chicago, M.,
and Miss Pamela Foster of
Murray Route Three: two sons.
Charles Foster of Houston,
Texas, and Benjamin Foster of
KUWAIT (AP) — Represen- ers have won the first round in
Brookin, S.C.; one sister, five tatives of the Arab oil states a drive to oust President Lon
brothers, and ten grand- are meeting today to discuss Nol's Cambodian government
children.
how they might use their oil to from the United Nations. Depressure nations backing Israel spite strong opposition from the
in the current Middle East war. United States, the General AsBecause the United States is sembly's steering committee
Randy Hess
less dependent on Arab oil, recommended by an 11-2 vote
there is talk of reductions in to have the issue debated beThe funeral for Mrs Freddie
production in hopes that the na- fore the entire assembly. China
Crank of Route Three, Paris, tions affected — Western Eu- and 31 other nations seek to
Tenn., was held Tuesday at rope and Japan — will demand give the U.N. seat to the exile
three p.m. at the McEvoy
Washington stop supplying war government of Prince Norodom
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn.
materiel to Israel. In advance Sihanouk, the former CamBurial was in the Mt. of the meeting, the five Arab bodian chief of state. He is now
Pleasant Cemetery.
oil states of the Pendaii Gulf living in Peking.
Mrs. Crank, age 75, died and Iran met Tuesday night
WASHINGTON (AP) — The is much harder to administer
Sunday at ten am. at the Henry and agreed early today to set
House was expected to pass a than the President's program."
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia mandatory fuel allocation bill An amendment
County General Hospital. She the prices for their oil unilateoffered by
was a member of the Puryear rally rather than in negotia- AP) — The Cambodian com- today that would go far beyond Pickle that would have exChurch of Christ.
tions with the oil companies. A mand said today government the distribution system set up empted crude oil at the wellA native Henry C,ountian, communique said the market defenders of an isolated district by the Nixon administration.
head from mandatory allocaMrs. Crank was born July 21, price would determine their own 24 miles southwest of
The measure introduced by tion was defeated by a margin
1896, and was the daughter of prices, and his would mean an Phnom Pnh drove off insur- Rep. Torbert H. Macdonald I)- of nearly two to one.
the late C. A. and Mary Em- initial increase of 17 per cent, gents in hand-to-hand combat Mass., would require mandato,leetAkil direct the
znarsaa Turner. She was from $3.12 to $3.65 a barrel for in the town market place Tues- rY allocation of crude oil and
t to give top priority to
day
night.
Nine
government
married December 24, 1916, to light crude oil.
all refined petroleum products, such esaentail services as hostroops were reported killed and including home heating
Aubrey Crank, who preceded
oil and pitals, utilities, mass transit,
16 wouVed in the fighting at
her in death on April 29, 1955.
BANGKOK,Thailand (AP)— Tram Ithnar. Insurgent casu- gasoline, based on last year's food production and mail delivSurvivors are one son, Aubrey Field Marshal Thanom Kittikadistribution.
ery in drawing up the disCrank, Jr., of Paris, Tenn., and chorn, ousted as premier of alties were described as heavy.
The administration's fuel pro- tribution plans.
one sister, Mrs_ Rhodie Thailand by a student uprising
gram, scheduled to take effect
Syphtowlsky of East St. Louis, Sunday, is flying with his fami- Rummage Sale Scheduled Nov. I, does not include crude
ru
oil or gasoline.
ly to Boston, where they have
The bill also includes a provian apartment. The two other By Group On Saturday—
sion that would allow gasoline
members of the military reA rummage sale will be held retailers to pass any rise in the
gime exiled as a result of the
RESOLUTION
Marshal at the American Legion Hall on wholesale price of fuel onto the
rebellion, Field
WHEREAS, the Calloway Praphas Charusathien and Col. Saturday, October 20,from 8:30 consumer.
The bill, opposed by the admongered, by
County High School's Future Nisreng Kittikachorn, Thanons's a.m. to one
America son, took their families to Tai- the Dewards Chapel Church. ministration, would require
Farmers
of
President Nixon to implement
Organization offers to the wan Monday night.
Proceeds from the sale will be
across-the-board mandatory alstudents of the Calloway County
used for carpeting and pews for location
within 25 days of its
School District an opportunity
church, a
church
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. the
enactment. The measure must
for worthwhile activities, and
AP) — China and its support- spokesman said.
first go to conference with the
co-curricular activities, and
Senate, which has passed a
WHEREAS, the members of
similar measure.
this chapter have demonstrated
In floor action Tuesday, suptheir ability and talent by
porters and opponents of the
ranking highly.,ki Cfarmetetive
legislation agreed it would do
events with young people of the
little to solve the energy shortMid-South Region of the United
age.
States, and
World Missions Conferences Liberty Association, Glasgow.
Rep. Harley 0. Staggers, DWHEREAS, in so doing they
Earl
Warford, W.Va., chairman of the House
Rev.
have taken pride in the will be held in thirty-three
SAN DIEGO (FHTNC)
collective as well as their in- Baptist churches of the Blood superintendent of missions for Commerce Committee, said the Marine PFC. Patrick L. Jacks,
River
Association
in
Calloway
the Blood River Association, purpose of the bill was to endividual accomplishments and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd P.
consequently have brought and Marshall Counties during urges all members and the sure that "all sections of the Jacks of Route 8, Murray,
the
week
of
November
4-11.
church
check
the
public
to
country
be
treated fairly."
honor to their chapter and
graduated from bask training
Missionaries from foreign, schedules for the dates and
Rep. J.J. Pickle, D-Tex., arschool, now
the Marine Corps Recruit
at
THEREFORE
BE
IT home, and state mission fields times of missionaries to speak gued that the bill would "be Depot 'here.
opening up a can of worms that
RESOLVED: that the Calloway will tell the story of their work at the various churches.
County Board of Education go during the week. Each church
on record as congratulating will hear from five different
each member of the Future fields during the services in
Farmers of America and their their church.
Southern Baptists have some
advisors on the chapters past
endeavors and extend to all of 2500 missionaries serving in
them best wishes for success in seventy-seven countries of the
world, about 2200 missionaries
future competition.
BE
IT
FURTHER serving within the fifty states of
RESOLVED that a copy of this the United States, and about 900
working with the associations
resolution be given to the
Calloway County Future throughout the nation.
Representing the various
Farmers of America Chapter,
the news media, and a copy fields will be the following:
Dr. John D. Cave, Buenos
spread on the minute book of the
Calloway County Board of Aires, Argentina; Jim C.
Education as a permanent Dillard, Nyeri, Kenya; Wiley B.
Faw, Gombe, Nigeria; Darrell
record.
E. Garner, Balaka, Malawi; I.
Dated and done at Murray, Grundy Janes, Temuco, Chile;
Kentucky this the 1st dav, of Maxwell Sledd, Ogbomosho,
Nigeria; Gary K. Swafford,
October, 1973.
Mzuzu, Malawi, Dr. Paul L.
Signed Lubie E. Parrish
Chairman, Calloway Bard, pioneer missions, Olean,
L. Benson,
WY.; James
County Board of Education
Signed William B. Miller language missions, San AnSecretary,Calloway County tonio. Texas; John E. Duncan,
Shelby Association, Alabama;
Board of Education
F. Harold Heiney, Indian work,
Pine Ridge, S.D.; Samuel C.
McNeil, pioneer pastor, Ohio;
MENS CLUB TO MEET
Harry:V. Monsttie Christian
The niens chili bf'Thi'iUrkae
United Methodist Churdi.will Social_ Ministries, Wichita
hold its monthly meeting on Kansas; Paul Coffey, pioneer
Sunday, October 12, at 7 a.m. missions, Ohio, Darrell Cruse,
THE MUSIC CITY SINGERS OF Nashville, will appear at the Independence United Methodist
MunAssociation,
Following breakfast, Willard Lynn
Church,
located four miles east of Ahrio Heights, on fem.
Figart,
- —Y. Oct. 19, at 7/0 p.m. Ron Hamilton,
Ails will present a program fordville, F. Ross
leader of the group,formerly sang with the Smitty Gatlin Singers,and the Blackwood Singers. There
Association,
Boone's
Creek
problems
with
dealing
Winchester; W.W. Johnson, will be no charge for admission.
associated with drug abuse.

World Roundup

Mrs. Freddie Crank
Dies At Hospital

House Expected To
Pass Allocation Bill

Resolution

Missionaries To Be Speakers At
Conferences In Local Churches

Charles L Eldridge

MSU Group
Attending
Conference
Eight representatives of
Murray State University will be
among more than 500 counselors expected to attend the
16th annual conference of the
Kentucky Personnel Guidance
Association (KPGA)
in
Lexington Oct. 17-18-19.
Charles L. Eldridge, director
of school relations at Murray
State and president of KPGA,
will lead the campus delegation
and preside during the threeday meeting at the Phoenix
Hotel. Others from the campus
who will attend are:
Dr. Don Rye, associate
professor
of
guidancecounseling and member of the
KPGA program planning
committee; Dr. Tom Holcomb,
assistant professor of guidancecounseling and KPGA publicity
chairman; Dr. Ben Humphreys,
chairman of the department of
guidance-counseling, Dr.
William Emener and Robert
Rowan,
both
assistant
professors
of
guidancecounseling; Norris Gorrell,
assistant director of school
relations; and Pete Lancaster,
school
relations
field
representative.
Dr. James D. Beck of Florida
A & M University, Tallahassee,
will deliver the keynote address,Wedriesday, Oct. 17, at
730 pin. His address will
provide a general overview of
the conference theme, "Identity, Initiative and Integrity—
Who Am I?"
Among other speakers to
participate in the program are:
Lochie B. Christopher, Kentucky Educational Television
Authority; and Dr. Fred
Williams, executive secretary
of the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators.
Eldridge said 21 special interest sessions will be held Oct.
18 ''for the purpose of updating
counselors' competencies to
provide for the ever-increasing
needs of students in a rapidlychanging society and world of
work." Among the topics he
listed are guidance and career
education, computerized career
and
college
information
systems, and counseling the
total student.
A statewide organization of
school,
vocational,
rehabilitation, employment and
college admissions counselors
and counselor educators, KPGA
has about 1,000 members.

The Tappan Company, which
operates a stove manufacturing
plant in Murray,and is based in
Mansfield, Ohio, today announced its third quarter
operating results for 1973.
W. R. Tappan, president,
indicated that net sales of
$1,364,000 for the quarter are
ahead of last year's comparable
quarter of $5,252,000, bringing
year-to-date net sales to
$188,614,000, above last year's
$158,726,000. He further pointed
out that appliance product sales
have provided most of the
strength, with some improvement in cabinetry and air
conditioning units. Gas heating
product sales have been soft as
a result of the gas shortage.
Tappan said that net earnings
before extraordinary items for
the third quarter of $585,000, or
21 cents pershare, fell short of
last year's comparable quarter

Calloway Beta Club To
Hold Initiation Monday
Over sixty members will be
initiated into the Beta Club of
Calloway County High School at
the initiation to be held Monday,
October 22, at seven p.m. at the
school.
Robert Allen, president, and
Mrs. Betty Riley, sponsor,
extended an invitation to all
parents of Beta Club members,
former Beta Club members,
Junior Beta Club members in
the elementary centers, and the
faculty to attend the special
program on Monday evening.

Mideast . ..

of $1,033,000, equivalent to 28
cents per share. On a year-todate basis, net earnings before
extraordinary times are
$3,496,000, or $1.14 per share,
compared to last year's
$3,875,000 or $1.38 per share.
On June 30, 1973, the Company's Williamsport, Pennsylvania cabinet plant was
closed and a reserve for plant
shutdown cost of $200,000, net of
taxes, was established during
the second quarter of 1973. After
netting these plant shutdown
costs against a $300,000, net of
tax, gain realized during the
third quarter from the sale of
this facility, earnings have been
enhanced by $100,000, or 3 cents
per share for the year-to-date.
1972's earnings were depressed
by the extraordinary plant
shutdown cost of $465,000, net of
tax, or 17 cents per share
relating to the June 30, 1972
discontinuance of the Nautilus
Division.
In summary, Tappan said
that net earnings from
operations and extraordinary
items were $885,000, or 30 cents
per share in the current third
quarter, compared to last
year's $1,033,000, or n cents per
share. Year-to-date totals
$3,596,000 or $1.17 per share,
compared to 1972's $3,410,000.
br $1.21 per share

Activities Planned At
Oaks Club On Saturday
The Oaks Country Club has
planned special activities for
Saturday, October 20.
A scramblette golf will be at
three p.m., followed by a
potluck supper at six p.m. and a
Holloween party at seven p.m.
In case of rain the scramblette
will be held at one p.m. Sunday, October 21.
Members not wishing to play
golf are urged to attend the
supper and party. No reservations are necessary, a club
spokesman said.

(Cestinned from Page 1
strike at artillery units and antiaircraft missiles. A spokesman said he did not know how
long the raiders would remain,
and early today there was no
announcement of their withdrawal.
An Egyptian communique
said an Israeli task force with
seven tanks tried to cross the
Bitter Lake, in the central sector of the canal, Tuesday afternoon, but Egyptian fire drove II
F0 • • • - •
the raiders back andsde_sts_oyed_
three of the tanks. I Csathmed from Page 1)
Egypt claimed 11 Israeli
planes destroyed Tuesday, 12,097 reported UFO sightings
while Israel claimed it knocked The Air Force said — and its
down 12 Egyptian aircraft.
report was endorsed by the NaIsrael showed no concern to- tional Academy of Sciences —
day over Egyptian President that there was no evidence of
Anwar Sadat's threat in a Tues- folks from other planets paying
day speech to use the Egyptian visits to earth.
Zafer missile to retaliate for IsIt said that 90 per cent of all
raeli strikes into Egypt.
UFO sightings prove to be plauThe Zafer is estimated to sibly related to planes, satelhave a range of between 180 lites, balloons and various natuand 230 miles, which would en- ral phenomena.
able it to hit Tel Aviv or JeUFOs have been reported by
rusalem. But Israel reportedly citizens in the last four or five
has its own MD660 missile, with days in a number of widely
a superior range of 280 miles scattered areas. Many said
that could land it on Cairo.
they were flashing objects too
In noncombatant Lebanon, far away to determine exactly
Premier Takieddin Solh warned what they were.
the United States that its supAstronomers and other scienport of Israel was "threatening
tists in the affected areas said
Americans' future presence in
those occurrences probably
the Middle East."
were reflections from Mars disHe met for two hours with
torted by atmospheric condiU.S. Ambassador William Buftions, or planes or helicopters
f= and then said:
or balloons. In Tennessee and
"I have told the ambassador
South Carolina, objects reportthat now is America's last
ed at night as UFOs turned out
chance to reconsider its policy
to be balloons with tin foil tied
and safeguard its vital interests
to them.
by correcting its mistakes.
Lynn Grove PTA Plans
America's real interests in the
Thornhill said his screen and
area are on the Arab side, not radio communications suddenly
Meeting On Thursday
on the Israeli side."
jammed for 15 or 20 minutes.
-He said that when they reThe Lynn Grove Parentturned to normal, the blip was
Teacher Club will bold its Ham Hock, Bean Supper
gone.
regular meeting on Thursday,
John Lane, a Gulfport, Miss.,
October 18, at 7:30 p.m. at the To Be, Martin's Chapel
cab driver, told police a blue
school.
The United Methodist Women object landed in front of his cab
Mrs. Carolyn Manning,
president, urges all parents, of Martin's Chapel Church will Monday night, stalling it and
teachers, and interested per- sponsor a harm hock and white causing the radio to go dead.
bean supper on Saturday, He said he heard a tapping
sons to attend
October 20, at the fellowship sound on his windshield and
saw a flesh-colored creature
hall of the church.
Serving will start at five p.m. with a crab-like claw.
A woman in Tennessee reThe plates at $1.75 each for
adults will consist of white ported a cigarethaped object
beans, ham hocks, pie, and 'flashed a light and stalled her
A Turkey Shoot will be held at drink. For children under car, and a truck driver in MisCalloway County High School on twelve the plates will be souri said a turnip-shaped obSaturday, October 20, starting seventy-five cents consisting of ject blinded him with a searing
at 8:30 a.m., sponsored by the hotdog, pie, and drink.
light.
Calloway County Band Boosters
And then there was the flood
The public is invited to attend,
Club.
of calls Monday night in Rena church spokesman said.
Proceeds from the shoot will
froe, Ala., where many resigo to pay for the nevi uniforms
dents reported seeing a flying
for the Calloway County High
saucer. Deputy Sheriff Tom
School Band.
Traylor investigated the
A trap for less experienced
strange-looking object that had
shooters will be set up at the
landed in a tree and warned
shoot. The concession stand will
residents to keep their distance.
Ledger
&
'Times city
be open and a drawing for a
Traylor approached the object,
subscribers who have not
Model 1100 Remington shotgun
opened a pouch and found a
received
delivery
of
their
will be held.
note:
newspaper by 5:30 p.m. are
"U.S. Department o( cornargot.to report- the nen:
meici, national Weedier ServFREE .13U-PPIES
.delivery of the paper to
ice. If found, please mail.to 451
•
' their route cagier. y the
Eight puppies, part
Labrador I
-Ruby
St., Joliet, Ill."
carrier cannot be reached,
Retriever, are free to persons
Officials said it was a weathcall 753-1916 between 5:30
for pets. Also mother dog to give
er balloon, and a deputy wonaway. Puppies Can
p.m. and 6 p.m.' for
be
dered
how often it had been redelivery of the newspaper.
separated. For information call
ported as a UFO "on its way
753-0515 after six p.m.
from Illinois."

Turkey Shoot Will
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Schedule Of Events At MSU For Remainder Of October

JUSTICE SECRETARY--Gov. Wendell Ford
congratulates Henri Mangeot after he was sworn in as
Secretary for the Department of Justice. Mangeot has
been executive assistant to Louisville Mayor Frank
Burke since 1969.

State Records First
Rabies Death
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky recorded its first human
case of rabies since 1961 on
Saturday, Sept. 22, with the
death of a 25-year-old Powell
County man in a Lexington
hospital. Ironically, the 1961
victim was also a Powell
Countian and the two men's
homes are just a few miles
apart.

may be confined and observed
for symptoms for 14 days, id a
place designated by the local
health department.

OCTOBER 18, 19 and 20
Thursday, Friday and Saturday — "ITALIAN STRAW HAT," a
19th Century farce with songs. Presented by the Department of
Theatre Arts.8 p.m. each day, University Theatre. Admission by
season ticket or by $trio tickets, available at the door.
OCTOBER 19
Friday — STUDENT GOVERNMENT MOVIE: "McCabe and
Mrs. Miller." 7:30 p.m. University School Auditorium.
"GAME NIGHT," sponsored by Murray State University
Woman's Society. Carr Health Bldg , 7 to 10:30p.m. For members
and guests. Entire building has been reserved for the evening's
activities.
First half-semester courses end.
OCTOBER 19 and 20
Friday sad Saturday — ORAL INTERPRETATION
WORKSHOP: Sponsored by Pi Phi Delta honorary oral interpretation fraternity under the direction of Mrs. Ruby Krider,
assistant professor of speech. Nursing Building Auditorium. 3 to 9
p.m. Friday and 8 a.m. to noon Saturday.
OCTOBER 211
Saturday — ACT TESTS: Ballroom, Student Union Building 8
a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
CROSS COUNTRY TRACK: Murray State vs. Western Kentucky University at Bowling Green,Ky.Four miles, beginning it •
11 a.m.
OVC BASEBALL: Murray State us. Middle Tennessee. Two
games, beginning at 1 p.m. Reagan Field.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA HAYRIDE for brothers, pledges and
guests. Truck will leave the fraternity house at 7 p.m. for the lake

OCTOBER 22
Dr. Hernandez says, "The
Monday — QUAD-STATE ORCHESTRA FESTIVAL: MI day,
two most impOrtant things to
remember are first, to be sure Public performance 7 p.m. Lovett Auditorium. Prof. Neale Mason
that your pets are vaccinated. and Dr. Josiah Darnall, conducting.
GAMMA THETA UPSILON: Honorary geography society
We recommend that all dogs
meeting. 7:30 p.m. Room 100, Wilson Hall.
and cats should have the first
Mid-semester grades due in Registrar's Office. Second halfrabies shots when they're three
months old and regularly semester courses begin.
' thereafter. This creates a buffer
C. Hernandez, M.D., Bureau
OCTOBER 33
for Health Services, Depart- 'between rabies and wildlife in
Tuesday — MUSICALE: Phi Mu Alpha Men's music fraterment for Human Resources, people. This past summer, 12 nity. 8 p.m., Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex.
summarizes the events leading members of one family took
OCTOBER 25 and 20
to the recent rabies death as antirabies shots because a
Thursday and Friday — AMERICAN REVOLUTION
follows: Sometime in mid- skunk infected their un- BICENTENNIAL SYMPOSIUM: Third of eight to be held on the
August,the man was bitten by a vaccinated dog with rabies.
Murray State campus by 1975 to help high school, junior college
bat while he was sleeping. He
and college-level history teachers prepare for America's
"The second thing to Revolutionary Bicentennial in 1976. The theme: "Lexington to
became ill on Sept. 9, was
hospitalized on Sept. II, but it remember is that every =- Yorktown: The Long Struggle." Following a general welcoming
was not tint] Sept. 16 that his provoked attack.
and introductory session at 9:30 a.m.,Dr.Hugh F. Rankin, Tulane
wife commented to his animal should be coniddered as University, will present a 1:30 p.m. session on "The Common
physicians that he had been an attack by a rabid animal. Soldier." At 6 p.m. Brig. Gen. James L. Collins, Jr., chief of
Tell your doctor and the health military history at the Pentagon, Washington, D.C., will speak at
bitten several weeks earlier.
department the details of every a banquet in the Student Union Building, after which Dr. Ira D.
The doctors immediately biting incident, and follow their Gruber, Rice University, will speak at 7:30 pin. in the University
contacted the U.S. Public advice. Even if the animal School Auditorium on "Generalship and the Officer." At 9:30 a.m.
Health Service in Atlanta and escapes, we would advise Friday, Dr. Mary Beth Norton, Cornell University, will speak in
Dr. Hernandez. Two con- having the antirabies vaccine," the Nursing Building Auditorium on "The Loyalists." All
,speakersnave'atilt:Iced books on the American Revolution within
sultanteironi Atlanta arrived in Dr. Hernandez explains.
Lexington the next day
( Monday, Sept. 17) and that
evening, they and the man's
physicians met with Dr.
Hernandez and Joseph W.
Sltaggs, D.V.M., also with the
Bureau for Health Services.
One of the Atlanta doctors had
assisted to the treatment of the
only human who has ever
recovered from rabies—a sixyear-old Ohio boy who contacted the dread disease in
1970—again, from a bat bite
while he was sleeping. But this
time, the most advanced
medical techniques and drugs,
constant monitoring of heart
and breathing and intensive
care couldn't save the Kentuckian's life.

the past year. Tickets for the banquet are $2.50 each, and there is
a $2.00 registration fee for the symposium. Overnight accommodations also are available upon request. Open to all persons interested in America's Revolutionary War history. For
additional information, contact Dr. Riley Venza, Department of
History, Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
OCTOBER 36
Friday — 4TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING GOLF 'TOURNAMENT: Teeoff times from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oaks Country
Club. Entry fee: $5.00. Open to alumni, former students and
friends of the University. A golf clinic, beginning at 10 am., will
feature some of Murray State's greatest players. To participate,
send name and handicap to Norman Lane, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071.
BASEBALL AND TENNIS EXHIBITIQN: Coach Johnny
Reagan will present his 1973-74 baseball Racers in an intersquad
game, beginning at 1 p.m. at Reagan Field. Coach Bennie Purcell
will present his 1973-74 tennis Racers in an exhibition on the
University's courts at the same time. No charge. Public is invited.
BASKETBALL PREVIEW: Coach Cal Luther will give
Homecoming campus guests a preview of his 1973-74 basketball
Thoroughbreds as they go through a spirited practice session in
the Fieldhouse. 4 p.m. There is no charge. Public invited.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION REUNION DINNER: The
University's first Student Organization officers and council will
be honored at a buffet dinner reunion at 5:30 p.m. in the ballroom
of the Student Union Building. The first Student Organization
president, Dr. Cecil Gentry, of Miami, Fla., will be on hand to do
the honors. Dr. Gentry is director of the U.S. Hurricane Research
Laboratory and has been with the U.S. Weather Bureau since
1940. Reservations at $3 per person should be made through the
Alumni Office in the Administration Building.
AG RICULTURE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION DINNER: 6:30 p.m
in the Thoroughbred Room of the Student Union Building.
Highlight of this Homecoming Weekend event will be the announcement of the recipient of the 1973 Distinguished Agriculture
Alumnus award. Reservations should be made with Wayne M.
Williams, Room 451, School of Education Building. $3.00 per plate.
RECEPTION HONORING FIRST BAND: Fine Arts Building
immediately following a 7:30 p.m. concert by the Phi Mu Alpha
stage band in the Farrell Recital Hall. No charge. No reservations
necessary.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT MOVIE "The Big Bounce," 7:30
p.m University School Auditorium.
OCTOBER 27
HOMECOMING!
. Saturday -- RILEY KAY RADIO MUSEUM: See this outstanding collection of early day radio broadcasting equipment
On display for Homecoming in the studios of WKMS,the campus
radio station,on the 6th Floor of the Fine Arts Building. 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
PARENT-ALUMNAE HOMECOMING COFFEE: Alpha
Gamma Delta. 8:30 a.m.Sorority room in Swann Hall.
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA Homecoming Brunch. 8:30 until 10:30
am. Alpha Sigma Alpha Room, Panhellenic Building (Swarm
Hall

1933 FOOTBALL TEAM REUNION: 9 a.m. Carr Health
Building. This is the 40th anniversary reunion of this undefeated
team, the first ever to play in Carlisle Cutchin Stadium
HOMECOMING PARADE: 9:30 a.m. Colorful floats, bands and
marching units on parade through downtown Murray behind the
Marching Thoroughbreds Band
CROSS COUNTRY TRACK: A double dual meet involving
Murray State, Southeast Missouri State and the University of
Kentucky. Five miles 11 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Country
Club.
ALUMNI SMORGASBORD LUNCHEON: 11 am. to 12:30 p.m.
in the Ballroom of the Student Union Building. $3.00 per plate.
Reservation suggested through Office of Alumni Relations in the
Administration Building. Telephone: 762-3737.
OVC AND HOMECOMING 'FOOTBALL: Murray State vs.
Eastern Kentucky University. Game Time: 2 p.m., Roy Stewart
Stadium. Tickets: $4.00, $3.50, $2.50 and $L50. 'Pre-game
ceremonies start at 1:30 p.m.
OPEN HOUSE AT OAKHURST: All alumni, former students
and friends of the University on campus for the Homecoming
activities will be the guests of President Curris at an Open House
at "Oakhurst," traditional campus home of Murray's presidents,
immediately following the Murray State-Eastern Kentucky
Football game.
HOMECOMING CONCERT: Ike and Tina Turner Review. 7
p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Sponsored by the Student Government.
Tickets: $5 each.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA PARTY for alumni on campus for
Homecoming. At the fraternity house, 1506 West Main, immediately following the Homecoming Parade. Then on to the
game to cheer the Racers. The "Homecoming Celebration" will
take place at the Cabana Club Ballroom in Paducah from 8 p.m.
until midnightaidusic by "Montage." Semi-formal dress.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI HALLOWEEN PARTY: 8:30 p.m. at the
fraternity house, 1206 Main. Alumni invited.
OCTOBER 28
Sunday — CONCERT: Men's Chorus of Phi Mu Alpha. 3 p.m.
West side of University Library.
OCTOBER 29, 30 and 31
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday — U.S. NAVY
RECRUITERS will be in the Student Union Building lobby from 9
a.m. until 4 p.m.
OCTOBER 30
Tuesday — "THE UGLY DUCKLING," by A.A. Milne.
Presented by the Department of Theatre Arts. Final production of
the student-produced touring show. 8 p.m. University Theatre.
Admission . 50 cents.
OCTOBER 30
Tuesday — CONCERT: University Wind Sinforuetta. 8 p.m.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex. Prof. Paul Shahan,conducting
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For all standard flash cube cameras.
3 cubes, 12 flashes.

TABLE LIGHTER

"But there was one difference
between the cases," says Dr.
Hernandez. "'The Ohio boy's
mother had washed out his
wound, the bat was caught and
examined and the youngster
completed the 14-day antirabies
vaccine series. This man didn't
receive any treatment until he
was actually sick."
Dr. Skaggs points out that for
the past 12 years, Kentucky has
ranked among the top states in
the nation in the number of
laboratory-confirmed cases of
animal rabies. In 1972, Kentucky's total of 271 cases included 119 domestic animals—
the highest number of domestic
animal cases in the entire
country. So far this year, the
Bureau for Health Services
laboratory has confirmed
rabies in 216 animals, and more
than 300 people have had the
antirabies vaccine shots.
"We have a serious rabies
problem in our wildlife," Dr..
Skaggs adds. "In 1961, it was a
fox bite that transmitthd the
rabies. Now—a bat. But any
wild animal can carry rabies.
Most human exposure to rabies
result from a bite from a
domestic animal which was
infected by a wild animal."
He says that whenever an
animal bites a human, the
wound should be washed out
thoroughly and the the person
should contact his doctor immediately. The bitting animal
should be caught or killed and
the local health department
should be notified promptly.
Wild or stray animals should be
killed, without damaging the
head. The hetid should be
removed and sent to the Bureau
for Health Services laboratory,
275 East Main Street, Frank.
fort, Ky., 40601, to be examined
for rabies. A domestic animal

NOXZEMA
SKIN CREAM

For cleaner, fresher
dentures.
10 Ounce

Sale

CREME RINSE

68;

eg. 1.29 Sale

jUP
TOOTH PASTE

COLD WATER WASH

Choice of regular, extra
hold, unscented, oily hair.

Reg. '1.49

7.02.

13-oz

Sale

DRISTAN
Relieves colds, hay fever.
sinus congestion.

Reg. '1.13 Sale

Reg. 12.79$
Sale

SOMINEX
TABLETS

Reg. '1.75

$ 1 19

HAIR
_SPRAT

TABLETS

Family Size 6.4-oz.

Reg. $2.09 Sal.

79;

WOOLITE LIQUID

Choice of Regular or Mint

32 Tablets

NO MORE
TANGLES
SPRAY-ON

Reg. $1.25

WHITE RAIN

JOHNSON'S

Sale

8

79
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Most of the area has now been casional piece of iron chard in
drained, and only a trace of salt the grass are the only remains
is in the streams. A few spots of of Kentucky's once great ineroded land, where trees were
dustry.
leveled for fuel, and an oc-
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Methods Reduce Silt
From Strip Mine Sites

Salt Making Provided Indispensable
Resource To Early Kentucky Pioneers

FRANKFORT, Ky.— into the streams."
Regulations and methods
A study completed in 1971-72
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Salt
adopted in the_last seven years showed the number of slides
making, thought to be Kenhave reduced the silt entering had been reduced by 50 percent
tucky's first industry, provided
Kentucky's streams from strip since 1967.
an indispensable resource to the
mines.
"From the first study we pioneers—one that helped atAccording to Thomas 0. found that the miners needed to tract early settlers.
Bullitt's Lick, about three
Harris, commissioner of the be more careful about where
Kentucky Department for they piled their rock and debris. miles west of Shepherdsville in
Natural Resources and En- Most of the tirne when there was Bullitt County, was the site of
vironmental
Protection, a slide, the rock was piled on top the first commercial saltworks
regulations of the Division of of an underground spring or old west of the Alleghenies. It
Reclamation have reduced the deep mine entrance. Water began operation in 1779.
would seep out and after a while
Residents of Bullitt County,
causes of erosion.
a slide would start. Another according to county Bicenquick
requiring
"Regulations
cause was piling the dirt over tennial chairman Charles Long,
revegetation of stripped areas trees or piling up too much dirt
will reactivate the old salt
and more controls on the in one place," said Ford.
process during the
making
soil
placement and grading of
If the slide covered a public celebration in June. "Salt made
and rock have reduced the road or stream the mine
in iron kettles, out of water from
'amount of run-off at the mining operator would have to clean it
Bullitt's Lick, will be produced
requiring
site. Regulations
out. Whenever a slide occurs the and sold on the street in
small dams to hold run-off at operator has to try to stop it.
downtown Shepherdsville,"
the job site and to prevent it "Slides can keep moving for
Long said.
stream
have
from reaching a
years, so its no easy job to stop
Salt has been called the first
reduced the dirt reaching them. We try to get them
important economic influence
Kentucky streams from strip sealed,drained and revegetated
in Kentucky, because of its
mines," Commissioner Harris to stop their movement. Still, if
ability to attract game, and
said.
an operator takes pride in his therefore hunters and settlers.
Warner Ford, co-director of work, there aren't any slides to
"Salt was more important
the reclamation division, ex- begin with," said Ford.
the
than gunpowder to
that
there
are
Ford estimated
plained that "when we started
pioneers," said Robert Mcinvestigating the silt problem three silt dams for every strip Dowell, editor of the "Filson
we found most of the problem mine operation in the state. Club History Quarterly."
was due to large landslides. Most of the dams are small, "Kentucky could not have been
Loose dirt from the slides storing an acre-foot of water. settled without an adequate
would move down the mountain Large dams must be approved supply of salt."
and eventually enter the by the environmental departThe land around Bullitt's
streams. We wanted to prevent ment's Divison of Water. Lick, near Shepherdsville, was
those slides and retain the silt Emergency spillways carry off especially rich in salt. Beneath
before it ever left the mining extra water but not silt that the surface clay is a layer of
operation. Then it couldn't get accumulates during floods.
.calciferous sandrock and ac-

merchants from all parts of the
cumulated in the clay.
Many years ago the area was region. It was the largest works
a vast swampland or -wet in the area and the main source
woods," McDowell said. Dozens of salt for the wilderness during
of creeks flowed into the area, the Revolutionary War. Bullitt's
but only one outlet—Pond Lick could easily have been the
Creek—drained into the Salt busiest spot in Kentucky then,
River. Springs and un- McDowell said, as Louisville
derground salt water pools were and Lexington were still in their
plentiful throughout the region. infancy.
Kettles of water boiled day
Buffalo and other animals
swarmed to the area to lick the and night to meet the demand
salty clay, and even today deep for salt. It was so valuable that
trenches are visible in the soil. It was sometimes used for
Bullitt's Lick, which was at the money.
Another important salt
hub of a great network of trails
forged out of the ,wildecriess, making site was Mann's Lick,
became a popular hunting north of Bullitt's Lick near
ground for Indians and later, present-day Fairdale. The first
saltworks at Mann's Lick were
white settlers.
In 1773, Capt. Thomas Bullitt built by Joseph Brooks in 1787.
of Virginia, who was possibly According to McDowell, he was
informed about it by friendly a settler from Pennsylvania
Indians, was the first man to who had worked at Bullitt's
survey the licks. The following Lick.
Mann's Lick quickly grew as
year James Douglas surveyed
the land for William Christian, many salt wells were dug. At
and Christian claimed 1000 the lick's center, several wells
were located on an island in
acres.
Oldham's Pond This island no
Richard Chenoweth is thought longer exists, as urbanization
to be the first white man to has drained the entire area.
manufacture salt at Bullitt's
Over the years, dozens of
Lick, using kettles provided by commercial saltworks were
the Commonwealth of Virginia. built at smaller licks nearby.
Stephen Trigg, Christian's Some of these were Long Lick,
brother-in-law, leased and which was about five miles
managed the works from 1779 southeast of Bullett's Lick,
until his death in 1782.
Iron's Lick, which was built
Hundreds of men were em- right into the bank of the Salt
ployed at the works—to sink the River, Dry Lick and Froman's
wells, cut and haul lumber for Lcik.
fuel, watch the fires, and stand
These saltworks consisted of
guard against Indians.
Large slate furnaces which were
Salt making was a profitable open-faced trenches dug into a
business, and Bullitt's Lick soon bank and covered by a shed. At
attracted
settlers
and the height of production, each

furnace held 50-100 large kettles
of boiling water.
Salt was evaporated from the
brine at the rate of approximately one bushel of salt
per 400 gallons of water. Wells
from 10-200 feet deep, and crude
pumps powered by horses,
provided the salt water.
As the nearby trees were used
up, rather than hauling fuel a
great distance, the furnaces
were moved to another wooded
area. Then water was run from
the wells to the furnaces
through log pipes. Some of the
pipes ran from five to seven
miles, McDowell said.
In the early 1800's salt and
salt pork were among Kentucky's major exports, and
competition was keen among
the works.
From 1800-1820 Kentucky's
legislature passed several acts
protecting and favoring the salt
industry, According to McDowell, an act of 1801 gave salt
makers the right of eminent
domain, or the right to convey
brine over anyone's land to the
furnaces and the right to
procure the necessary timber to
make salt. Another law, passed
in 1813, allowed salt makers to
purchase land for 920-100 per
acre, on the condition it would
be used for the development of
saltworks. An act of 1815 made
interference with the making of
salt a felony.
By 1830 salt production in the
region had all but died out. The
furnaces had burned nearly all
the timber, and bigger licks
were being discovered in other
parts of the country.

REVIVAL
First United
Methodist Church
Murray, Kentucky

Dr. J. Wirold Beaty, Speaker

October 21 -25th

All Are Welcome!
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83(
Elsewhere

PEPSODENT TOOTHPASTE

BALSAM & SODY

Family Size

mitt FREE Gillette
II
LADY RAZOR

$1.13 Elsewhere

$1 39
Elsewhere
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CENTRAL SHOPPING

NTER •

Use Our LoyAway Plan
for Christmas Shopping!

9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily 12 Koon-7 p.m. Sunday

lb

Prices Good Him October 22, 1973
While Quantities Last

Quantity Rights Reserved

SILT DAMS—Hundreds of silt dams on strip mining operations throughout
Kentucky prevent dirt from running into nearby streams. According to Thomas 0.
Harris, commissioner of the Kentucky Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection, regulations passed by the Division of Reclamation in the
last several years have reduced the causes of erosion and silt dams have caused most
of the run-off to be retained on the mine site.
„
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ORACIN THROAT
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SHAMPOO

EGG

Photo Coupon
FREE VISTA FOLDER WITH
EVERY ROLL OF KODACO1OR
film DEVELOPED AND PRINTED

SHAMPOO
HAND LOTION

Unscented
Regular,
or Extra Hold

16 oz

10 oz.
111.25

111 29
Elsewhere

1.29 Value

Expires Oct 21. 1973
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51 59
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DEODORANT

ghosts
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Unscented
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9 oz
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PLAYTEX
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EVERY MAJOR APPLIANCE
IN STORE ON SALE!
Hurry in now forbig savings on every
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t/110
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PRESTONE
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tape library 60"console stereo, built
in 8-track stereo tope pkiyer.AM-FM
radio,AFC,6 speaker sound,record
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SPECIAL BUY—Mc/tunic over, plus
FREE browning grille. Cuts cooking
timeby 75%, 15 min, timer, slideout glass cooking tray.
SAVE $60— Deluxe 17 Cu. ft. frostiest
ref rigerator•freezer, giant 166 lb.
freezer section, adj. shelves, builtin rollers, ice maker opt ware.,

Phone 753-1966

ENDS OCT. 24t ...HURRY!
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Tfrmee-se.
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Stop In, See It, Buy It How
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AS CLOUDS
COSMETIC
PUFFS
260 s

Worthen
VAPORIZER
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all night
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POPCORN
POPPER
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with
cord
84.96

60C
Elsewhere
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Be-long

81 93
Elsewhere
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100 Count
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ENVELOPES
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Elsewhere
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Burley Production May
Not Meet Demands,
Official Tells Convention

State's Dropout Rate Decreasing

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Kentucky's school systems are
working to improve attendance
figures and reduce the dropout
rate arid, according to recent
reports by the State Department of Education, inure
students are staying in school.
Snodgrass, who recently travA report on the holding power
eled to the Soviet Union as part of public high school, based on
of a 10-man U.S. tobacco,team, statistics obtained from high
described the potential Russian school sprinciplas, showed that
market for American tobacco 70.7 percent of the total ninth
as vast. He expressed hope that grade enrollment in 1968
the American group's dis- graduated from high school in
cussions with their counterparts 1972. Comparable
holding
in Russia would bring agree- power for the class of 1960 was
ment for two-way trade in to- only 62.8 percent. No figures are
bacco.
yet available for the 1973

By JOHN VAUGHAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—The
vice president and general
manager of the Burley and
Dark Leaf Tobacco Export Association presented an annual
report to the association's convention here Monday that
mixed optimism with concern
over threats to the industry's
future.
Frank B. Snodgrass told visitors to the convention from
Kentucky and seven other
states in the so-called Burley
Belt that labor shortages may
keep growers from meeting increased domestic and foreign
tobacco demands.
Unless .those demands are
met, he warned, tobacco substitutes may well fill the gap and
work ruin for tobacco growers
and manufacturers.
"Once they (researchers and
the federal government) get the
substitutes into the blends," he
said, "it'll be hard to turn the
process around."
He cited the threat to price
support programs posed by increasing use of a tobacco type
that is not controlled by governrnent production quotas—
which make the price-support
measures possible—and which
are being sold at prices substantially below that of quotaproduced tobacco.
- He noted what he called "harassing proposals" made by
congressional foes of tobacco.
They included- bills that would
end price support and export
subsidies for tobacco, provide
for what Snodgrass called "segregated seating" for smoking
and non-smoking passengers on
public transportation, and legislation that would set up maximum acceptable tar and nicotine levels for cigarettes.
He cited proposals for a federal sliding tax, based on the
tar content of cigarettes. And
he called state cigarette taxes
"the most serious threat to the
economic health of the (tobacco) industry."
It wasn't all bad news for tobacco g.OW= s, however. For
one thing, Snodgrass noted that
"only" 39 of the 49 state legislatures in session in 1973 had
introduced bills dealing with
cigarette taxation. To date, he
said, only Colorado's legislature
had passed . such a bill—and
that "was with the ( tobacco)
industry's blessing."
He notet that American Burley exports for the past year
were up almost 20 million
pounds in farm-sales-weight
over the previous year. Burley _t_
exports through August were
68,877,000 pounds—an all-time
record.
He said Kentucky-Tennessee
fire-cured exports are about 2.6
million pounds ahead of the
previous year, and One-Sucker
and Green River tobacco exports were also showing "slight
gains."

Customs uncovers
'exotic fuel'

ji

Oistorris officers in San
Francisco recently encountered some unexpectedly
exotic fuel in the tanks of a
South American cargo vessel.
Hidden in a secret compartment inside of the tank were
721 cases of assorted liquor.
The captain and chief engineer were arrested — CNS

GROCERY BILL
The average Amcr;can
worker today spend Only 15.7
per cent of his take-home pay
for food eaten at home,
whereas in 1952, he was
spending 23 per cent of his
Lake-home pay on groceries.
— ('MS
4

Dr. D.E. Elswick, director
of educational research for the
State Department of Education,
pointed out that the figures do
not account for students who
transferred in and out of the
system.
Other departmental research
shows the statewide dropout
rate for grades 7-12 was 4.77
percent of the total year's
membership during the school
year 1971-72. This dropout rate
includes only students who left
school permanently because of
physical
and
mental
disabilities, marriaage, ex-

parental influence to stay ie
school.
The state and federal
governments are spending
money in disadvantaged areas
to build incentive for both the
students and their parents.
Improved school programs and
work-study
programs
to
provide students with money
are reducing the dropout rate,
he said.
The situation has improved
somewhat in recent years in
Eastern Kentucky. In 1962, the
dropout rate in Harlan County
was about seven percent, and in
1972, 4.5 percent. In Perry
County, the rate only dropped

pulsion or attainment of age 16.
A statewide rate is not
available for 1962, but the individual school figures show an
overall decline in the yearly
dropout rate since that time.
For example, in the Frankfort
school system, approximately
11 percent of the total 7-12 grade
enrollment dropped out of
school in 1962, as compared to
seven percent in 1972. The
Louisville school system's rate—
decreased from 7.5 percent to
1962 to 6.98 percent in 1972.
The greatest dropout problem
occurs in Eastern Kentucky,
Dr Elswick said, where there is
both a lack of money and lack of
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FINE FOR B B-0'

PORK ROAST

34-1111.-01V MORE

LB

FAMILY PAK OF 3•LBS OR MORE

I MORRELL
PRIDE

LB.1
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U S GOVT GRADED CHOICE

U S GOV T GRADED CHOICIE•fULL.CUM

Submarine Veterans
Sought By Group
The U.S. Submarine Veterans
World War II are seeking out
. ell living survivors. All Officers
and Enlisted me
—ifthat serveda Submarine or Submarine
Relief Crew from December 1,
1941 to September 1, 1945 are
eligible and have exclusive
privilege of membership. Any
eligible survivors are asked to
make themselves known.
For information and ap..plications contact Ewert W.
• Elliott, Kentucky State Commander, U.S. Submarine
Veteran WW II, 2305 Deveron
,.Drive, Louisville, Kentucky
.40216.

graduating class.

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 17, 1973
A new juvenile delinquency
from 7 7 percent to 7 percent in
prevention program, sponsored
the 10 year period.
by the State Department of
Lee Tyler, director of the Education and the
Crime
_education department's Commission, will also
help
Division of Pupil Personnel and prevent dropouts,
Tyler said.
Accounting, said the departDavid Jackson,director of tha
ment became more aware of a
Office of Juvenile Delinquency
dropout problem after a
Prevention and Rehabilitation,
statewide study in 1963. This
said the program will include
reasons
main
the
study showed
early diagnosis of problems
for leaving school to be lack of exhibited
by young students and
interest, marriage and lack of
alternative schools and special
scholastic success.
curricula for students showing
A combination of factors are problem behavoir.
reducing the problem. Tyler
Dr. Elswick pointed out that
said. Some of these are im- although
the dropout rate has
proved study programs, school been
reduced already, "In five
social worker programs, school years we're
hoping for the
health services, better roads average
education level for
and bus service, and programs Kentuckians
over age 25 to
for married students and teen- climb from 9.9 to
at least 12th
age parents.
grade level."
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serious rifts. Try to arnooth out
VIRGO
!IP
their differences,.'but with the
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
This day could have its siz- utmost diplornaey.
zling moments. You will do well SAGrrrARnjS
o Dec. 21)
to maintain an even,systematic Nov.
Ayêxcellent day for dealing
pace and procedure, no matter
what pressures may be put upon wiTh superiors, for making
them aware al your ultimate
you.
goals and expressing your
LIBRA
willingness to take on more
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 22)
responsibility.
A situation out of the past
may resurface and you may CAPRICORN
have to deal again with a Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may encounter one who
problem you considered solved
once and forever. Don't become makes some pretty rosy
anxious. You will emerge a promises about finances — if
you'll just follow hi,(her) lead.
stronger person.
Turn a deaf ear.
SCORPIO
AQUARIUS
171/e)
;
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Certain members of the
You may be too close to a
family may seem to be problem An intimate friend
hypersensitive, on the brink of could have a different — and

7)e

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,OCTOBER 18,
1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some unexpected changes
indicated. Do not be dismayed.
They should prove beneficial in
the long run, so stress your
adaptability, willingness to
cooperate.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21) deal,

I

irr9er

You should encounter few
obstacles now, but be on guard
against
"little"
errors,
miscalculations.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Keep things moving, and with
well-planned design. A "wait
and see" attitude could only
stifle enthusiasm on this
somewhat problematic day.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Stellar influences indicate a

114,-

LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) J2fg
Double-check plans. Work out
business deals, all agreements
with deliberation, ascertaining
facts beforehand. Attainments
now will apart re gains in the
future.

8
1 0

VALUADLE KROGER COUpON

Ain

day of successful moves and
plans, but all will require knowhow, diligence and painstaking
care. Don't launch into uncharted seas.
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Murray State University has
been awarded a federal grant
for $5,304 to finance Law Enforcement Education Program
(LEEP) grants to students who
are employed full-time in
atrtinal justice work.
Administered by the Student
Financial Aid Office at the
university, the LEEP award for
the 1973-74 school year was
authorized by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, a part of the
United States Department of
Justice.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid, said 12
part-time and full-time students
are presently benefiting from
the program. Their full-time
criminal justice employment
includes state and local police,
courts
and
correctional
responsibilities.
McDougal explained that the
grants assist eligible students in
paying part or all of their
registration fees and book
expense up to a maxiurn of $400
per semester.
Grant recipients must agree
to remain in the service of a
public law enforcement agency
for at least two years following
completion of their courses. If
that condition is not met, the
grant must be repaid at seven
percent interest.
Noting that a request for
supplemental funds has been
made to the Law Enforcement
Agency in Atlanta for additional
funds for the spring semester of
1974, McDougal encouraged
people in full-time criminal
justice work who have an interest in the program to make
application for a grant.
Applications and - further
information about Law Enforcement Grants may be obtained from the Student
Fiancial Aid Office at Murray
State University telephone 502.
762-2546 ).
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eligible employees in Guard and
Reserve programs.
In signing the statement, Dr.
Curris said an employee's job
and career opportunities at
Murray State will not be limited
or reduced because of his
service in the Guard or
Reserve.
Employees also will be
granted leaves of absence for
military -training in the Guard
or Reserve without sacrifice of
vacation time, he went on,
adding that the agreement.and
the resultant policies will be
announced in publications and
through other existing means of
communication.
The National Committee for
Employer Support of the Guard
and Reserve, announced by
President Nixon in June, 1972, is
headed by J.M. Roche, former
chairman of the board of
General Motors.
The goal of the committee is
to obtain the support of every
employer in the United States,
large and small, public and
private, in facilitating employee participation in the total
force role of the Guard and
Reserve.
The Statement of Support,
which also is signed by
Secretary of Defense James R.
Schlesinger in addition to Roche
and Dr. Curris, is a major part
of the over-all program the
National Committee for Employer Support of the Guard and
Reserve has instituted to improve relations
between
members of the reserve components and their employers to
assure
Guardsmen
and
Reservists the freedom and
encouragement to maintain
their two careers.
"The University provides the
leadership for many of our
reserve forces through its
Reserve Officers Training
Corps programs and other
academic disciplines that have
application to the military
strength of our nation," the
Murray State president said.
"We are happy to reaffirm
our support of these two areas
of our nation's military
resources."
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SAVE 4 WAYS AT KROGER
1 X IRA LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
....Kroger maintains low levels of prices on foods
you buy the most. DAY IN and DAY OUT
2 X IRA BONUS BUYS
These are special offers made possible by
manufacturer s allowances and special por
chases look for the X in our ads and in our
stores
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Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
president of Murray State
University, has reaffirmed the
University's recognition of the
nation's need for strong Guard
and Reserve forces by signing a
Statement of Support for the
Guard and Reserve.
The statement,formulated by
the National Committee for
Employer Support of the Guard
and Reserve, is a pledge
whereby employers agree to
encourage the participationg of

GOO
SIM

MILK PRODUCTS IN TENN
AND IN ADDITION
ANY OTHER PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS. GOOD

THRU

Curris In Support
Of Guard, Reserves

YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly sensitive individual,
endowed with great artistry and
a strong sense of justice.
Whatever you undertake, you
carry on with proficiency and
imagination. The Libran has
been known to rearrange,
completely
change
an ,
organization to a livelier, busier
one. You have a great love of
beauty, a romantic nature and
are enthusiastic about all the
best in life.

huG

CAKE MIXES i

5

IN=1

better
solution. Listen
carefully.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Mixed influerices at work. Coworkers will prove cooperative,
but superiors may be difficult.
Bear in mind and act accordingly.

I

PILLSBURY

SUGAR

O=I
OM▪ B

WEDNESDAY--OCTOBER 17, 1979

Eroin 043 Ile 1972,- Isrratt,
war casualties totaled 8,617
killed, with 20.690 seriously
wounded.
During this same period,
highway accidents accounted
for 7,136 dead. and more than•
50,000 seriously injured.
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Smell Of Hot Bread Recalls Memories Of Olden Days Sanitation, Sanctity at Odds
The frangrance of home
baked bread hot from the °yew
creates a homey and friendly
atmosphere! What better way to
say welcome and eat heartily?
The art of baking yeast bread
is thought to have started with
the Egyptians who passed their
methods to the Greeks. The
Greeks in turn passed their
methods to the Romans, who
introduced tread to the Western
World.
In olden times bread was not
sold in bakeries but in large
bread markets through an
intertnechary or "middle man,"
who was allowed to purchase 13
loaves on the market for the
price of 12. His profit from
selling these loaves from house
to house was derived from the
thirteenth loaf sold. This was the
origin of the term "Baker's
dozen."
You may not want to bake a
"baker's dozen", but why not
try at least one of these breads.
The Cheese bread is a favorite
with my family, in fact, it is in
such demand that I always
make a double recipe. Thick
slices toasted and buttered are
delicious at breakfast.
The Orange - Marmalade
Bread and the Applesauce
Bread make good luncheon
sandwiches when slices are
filled with cream cheese and
nuts. Men will enjoy roast beef
sandwiches made with the tasty
Onion Bread. Peanut butter
spread on slices of Oatmeal
Bread will delight your children
at snack time.
CHEESE BREAD
Ps C. grated American or
Cheddar Cheese
1% C. milk
% C. lokewarm milk
1 cake yeast
2 tb. sugar
1% tsp. salt
4 C. all-purpose flour
Melt the grated cheese in 1%
C. milk and cool it to lukewarm.
Dissolve yeast in 44 C. warm
milk then add the sugar.
Combine the yeast mixture and
the lukewarm cheese mixture.
Beat in 1 c. flow. Permit the
batter to rise for 1 hour until
spongy.
Beat in the remaining flow
and the salt. Tow the dough onto
a lightly flowed board. Knead it
until it is easily handled (about 2
minutes); permit it to rise until
double in size.
Form the dough into a ball and
piece in a greased bread pan,
5s9 inches. Cover the pan with a

cloth and let it rise in a warm
place until doubled in bulk.
Bake in a 375 degree oven for 1
hour until lightly browned. Cool
on a rack. This bread freezes
well!
ONION BREAD
k. C. warm water
1 package dry yeast
1 C. sear cream
I envelope onion soup mix
1,4 tsp. baking soda

lightly and quickly le inch into
the dough. If the dent stays, the
dough has doubled.
3. Let dough rise in a warm,
moist place. Over warm water
is one good method.

Thanks to Mrs. Judy Cox of Springville, Tenn. for her
recipes which were requested by two readers.
CINNAMON ROLLS
(Sweet Roll Dough)
4.4 C. warm water (not hot 110-115 degrees)
1 pkg. active dry yeast
% C. lukewarm milk'
ks C. sugar
1 tsp. salt
1 egg
% C. soft shortening
3% to 3% c. flour
In bowl, dissolve yeast in water. Measore flour. Add milk,
sugar, salt, egg, shortening and half of flour to yeast. Mix
with spoon until smooth. Add enough remaining flour to
handle easily. Turn onto lightly floured board; knead until
smooth (5 min.). Round up in greased bowl, bring greased
side up. Cover with cloth. Let rise in warm place (85 degrees)
until double, about 14 hrs.(If kitchen is cool, place dough on
a rack over a bowl of hot water and cover completely with a
towel.) Punch down; let rise again until almost double, about
30 min.
Roll dough into oblong (15z9") Spread with 2 tbsp, softened
butter and sprinkle with % c. sugar and 2 tsp. cinnamon. Roll
up tightly, beginning at wide side. Seal well by pinching
edges of roll together. Even up roll by stretching slightly. Cut
into 1" slices. Place in greased 13s9" pan or 18 greased
muffin cups. Cover and let rise until double, 35 to 40 min,
Bake at 375 degrees for 25 to 30 min. Frost while warm with
Quick White Frosting.
Quick White Frosting:
Sift a little confectioners' sugar into bowl. . moisten with
cream or milk to spreading cormstency. Add flavoring.
Spread over slightly warm rolls.
'Scald milk then cool to lukewarm to destroy enzymes
which makes dough sticky and hard to handle. '
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The Department of Zoology,
Reading University, England
has received a grant from the
Forestry Commission to finance a study of the breeding
cycle of gray squirrels, in
hopes of reducing their numbers with some sort of contraceptive pill.
The policy of shooting gray
squirrels to control their minibere bag ml been'succeinarlil;
because when the squirrel
population is reduced in this
way, their reproduction increases and the end result is
often more squirrels than
ever. - CNS
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one concerning baptism, came
the cup.
Writing in the Journal of the up recently in Nashville; Tenn.,
American Medical Association, where health officials ordered a
he says the number of bacteria water-sampling survey of
on a person's lips is small, and church baptistries.
Dr. Joseph Bistowish, direceven on the minor chance that
disease-bearing bacteria are tor of the city's health departpresent, there is little risk of ment, said he took the action
'after learning that some
swallowing them.
Even if it happened, he adds, churches "empty baptistries
the body can deal effectively only once every month or two."
with a small number of such
He said they should be empbacteria. He says the chances of
tied
after every baptismal servit, however,are further reduced
ice unless they are hand-chloriby a customary practicing of
wiping the cup's edge before it nated and have circulation and
filtration systems. Few have
is passed on.
such equipment. He said chlori--The findings art similar to
nation was a minimum
those of past Assam although
safeguard.
state health boar*- '
raise questions about it. BeAnother thing," Bistoinsh
cause of this, many Protestant said, "some churches because
groups -- Presbyterians, Meth- of improper kitchen and saniodists, Baptists and others - tation procedures and lack of
switched in the last century to trained personal canals continually spread disease in
using small, individual cups.
Another hygienic issue, this church-prepared meals."

By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Sanitation and sanctity sometimes
spark some slight skirmishing.
At issue in such cases is
whether systems of spiritual
sustenance subscribe sufficiently to sanitary safeguards
The question has come up repeatedly in regard to worshippers using a "common cup" in
partaking of the wine of Holy
Communion, as is done in
copal, many Lutheran
some other churches.

Dr. Edward P. Dancewicz, of
the Center for Disease Control
in Atlanta, says tests show that
relatively few organisms remain on the rim of the chalice
after one individual sips from
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It Is "Se
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inch loaf pan. Bake in a all
degree oven for 1 hour IIRIP
done. Cool on a rack. - *Omit baking pow
and salt if self-rising flour
used.

ORA316111
111.111111ALADE 1 bp. 11.114)senlar
46 ML•___ads
1111FAD
46 amp. sett
F46 C. seed Sommed
ID C.Mapped Els aid awls
bogneepinkt
Cream butter and sew, add
/141. salt
_
Ogg. Stir
until
blended.
44 C Haney
1lTbs. Deft butter or margarine Combine applesauce, lemon
ind. and milk. Sift dry
3 amp, beaten
bayredisats and add to the
1 C. orange marmalade
BY POPULAR DEMAND 1 Tbs. grated orange rind
creamed mixture alternately
with the applesauce mixture.
1 C. finely clumped pecans
Sift flour with baking powder Stir in cherries and nuts.
Pour batter into a greased 919
and salt in a bowl, beat together
honey, butter and eggs until
OATMEAL BREAD
smooth. Stir in marmalade and
244 C. lukewarm milk
orange rind, mix well. Add flour
•3 pc. chicken
14 C. brown sugar, packed
mixture, stirring until well
1 tsp. salt
blended. Stir in nuts.
• Potatoes/Gravy
2 Tbs. soft shortening
Bake in greased loaf pan, in
1 pkg yeast
350 degree oven, about 1 hour or
2 C. quick roiled oats, uncooked
•Cole Slaw
until cake tester inserted in
544 C. flour, all purpose
center of cake comes out clean.
Combine the milk, sugar, salt
• Rolls
Cool 10 minutes in pan, then
and shortening together,
keg '
,oil Si 70
remove and cool completely on
blending well. Add yeast and
a wire rack. It won't slice well
stir until dissolved. Stir in oats.
until completely cooled!
Gradually add the flour. You
*Omit baking powder and salt
may have to mix in the last of
$11
.
39
if self-rising flour is used.
the flour with your hands. Use
only enough flour to make an
APPLESAUCE BREAD
easily handled dough.
, 2-3 C. sugar
Turn the dough onto a lightly
THURSDAYS ONLY
Tbs. butter or margarine
floured board and knead it until
2 eggs, beaten
smooth. Shape in a ball and
1 tsp, grated lemon rind
place in a greased bowl. Cover
1113 Sycamore St , Murray
2 Tbs. milk
and let rise 1 to 2 hours until
1 C. applesauce
double in bulk.
2C flour*
Punch dough down and divide
into two loaves. Place loaves in 2
greased 511 inch pans. Cover
and let rise 1 how until double in
bulk.
Bake the loaves in a 375
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
degree oven for 35 to 40 minutes.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES.

In Some Areas Of Religions

Despite recurrent assumirbons that this might spread
germs, a new scientific- study
finds there is little chance of it.

FrREUSEL, CREAM PEACH PIE
Make pastry for 9" one crust pie
4 C. quartered peeled peaches
% C. sugar
Vi tsp. nutmeg
desired)
1 egg
2 tsp. cream
Ss C. brown sugar )packed
% C. flour
% C. soft butter
Heat oven to 425 degrees. Arrange peaches in pastry-lined
pie pan. Sprinkle sugar and nutmeg over peaches. Beat egg
and cream together, then pour over peaches and sugar. Mix
brown sugar, flour and butter until crumbly. Sprinkle crumb
mixture over fruit in pie pan. Bake 35 to 40 min. or until
'browned. Serve slightly warm. For a special garnish, pass a
bowl of whippied ice cream or commercial sow cream.
in a warm place until doubled in
bulk.
Punch dough down and divide
into two loaves. Place loaves in
two greased loaf pans. Let rise
about 45 minutes until doubled.
Bake at 350 degrees for 45
minutes. Cool on airs racks

TIRILSBAY
IS En
SALE BAY

2 Tbs. sugar
BREAD BAKING HINTS
1% tbs. butter or margarine
1. A completely baked loaf of
2 eggs, beaten
will sound hollow when
tread
purpose
flour,
all
Iss to 7 C.
Dissolve yeast in k4 C. warm rapped with the fingers.
2. To test when the dough has
water. Add the remaining
ingredients, except the flour. doubled, press your finger tip
Stir until blended. Gradually
add the flour to form a soft
The Ask
dough. Turn onto a floured board
and knead 5 minutes. Place in a
greased bowl, cover and let rise

•Scientifically angled tread Serfs provide positive
action traction
•Double Chlorobutyl Haw protects against fiats
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New Feminist Art
Gallery Is Opened
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LOOKS OVER UK KERNEL COPY—R•ger Lowry (left), University of Kentucky journalism
freskmasfrom Niebakimille, looks over some copy for The Kentucky Kernel with staff writer Bill
Philtslaa,lawray. Lowry k a reporter for the UK student daily. Pinkston, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William PIMA= al Magnolia Drive.

By BOB COOPER..
Associated Press Miler
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—The
men involved with
calked= are taking a clone look at a
relatively new fad: the garage
sale, the yard sale, the basement sale or whatever you
want to call it. "
For many persons, these
sales are merely a way to get
rid of junk that accumulates
around the house, but for others, it is a business.
Some city governments in
Kentucky and the state itself
might be losing potential revenue from those who conduct
such sales and don't pay either
the state sales tax or buy city
licenses.
"You're talking about two
kinds of sales here," State Revenue Commissioner John Ross
said.
"There's one where a guy
has one sale every 10 years to
get rid of stuff he's collected
and there are those where
somebody has -a sale every
weekend.
•'We encourage our field personnel to keep an eye out for
those that are, practically,
businesses," Ross said.
Ross has 13 regional offices
in the state with about 60 to 75
persons to do just that. "Sees
they live in the area, they pretty well know who's running a
business and who isn't," he
said.
Using Lexington as an example, city officials also try to
police illegal sales. Building in
spector Paul Holleran said he
has put one employe, full time,

on checking who has such sales
and how often.
In Lexington, you may have
two such sales per year—with
no more than three days per
sale —before.you are considered
a business and'are required to
have a seller's license.
On the state level, sales tax
is required if a person sells two
or more items. This would include almost every garage sale
and, even with the summer
sales season over, 126 of them
were advertised in nine Kentucky newspapers last Sunday.
Presumably, far more are
held earlier in the year and one
official pointed out that countless such sales are held without
any advertising at all.
"I'm sure there are a lot of
sales whwere posters are just
put on trees or telephone poles
in the neighborhood," James
Luc-kett, finance director for
the city of Lexington, said.
Holleran said that, in itself, is
illegal in Lexington, where only
a sigteen one's own property is
allowed.
Ross said illegal garage sales
are even harder to police in the
summer for his department because that is when more vendors of such items as fruit and
vegetables are in action. too.
"I feel we must take the staff
we have and use them in areas
where we would collect the
most tax or where we need enforcement, such as where there
is competition with businesses," Ross said.

He cited as an example sellers of Christmas trees, "who
are competing with grocery
stores and the like. We try to
get all of them," he said:
As a practical matter, Ross
said, it is impossible to catch
every person who conducts
such a sale and the state really
doesn't try too hard on some of
them.
"There is a public relations
aspect in this," he said, noting
that single sales, those conducted for charities and the
like are merely overlooked.
"Another thing to be considered is that there is a point of
diminishing returns—a point
when the tax to be collected
would not be worth the efforts
to collect it," he said.
For a city such as Lexington,
the tax collection is almost a
negligible consideration. Last
Sunday,for example, 24 garage
sales were advertised.
"As a practical matter, we'd
collect $10 from each person
conducting putt a sale." Luckelf said. That would mean only
$240 in revenue even if all of
them were deemed to be business operations.

NEW YORK (API — Artist
John Fischer has been rolling
in dough for years.
He's crafted museum-piece
jewelry out of pretzels, created
bleeding loaves of bread and
asked 1,200 people to saw, hammer, throw and eat their way
through two tons of bread.
Baking is a turn-on beyond
belief," said Fischer.
lief," said Fischer.
There's nothing new about using food as an art object. Creation of wedding cakes is a deepgrained American folk art.
Fischer has stuck with bread
and it's far from a put-on. His
works have commanded as
much as $3,000. He began 13
years ago with prebaked
loaves, attaching handles to
make "portable" bread.
"Part of the interest was in
putting the bread in a different
context and changing its function completely," said Fischer,
who was born in Belgium and

influenced by surrealists there.
He moved into extravaganzas
in the 1960s—like baking a solid
100-foot loaf, running it through
an open-ended oven on a conveyer belt in San Antonio, Tex.
His latest effort is a series of
large sculptures which will be
in exhibit at the New York Cultural Center this week. Among
them are rich-brown textured
pieces of a man's torso, hands
and legs.
He'll also be on hand for an
outdoor baking festival in New
York's Central Park on Saturday to celebrate the fourth annual National Day of Bread.
"Bread is hard outside and
soft inside, like people. It's always been symbolic," said
Fischer.
In his current exhibit, a huge
pair 4 legs, baked around wire
EAST AURORA,N.Y.—Construction of the 18,000 sq. ft addition to the Fisher-Price research and '
mesh, are priced at $3,000. If development building Is 50 percent complete, with tentative occupancy scheduled for early 1974. The
cast in bronze, they are $5,000. addition will roughly double the size of the existing facilities and will enable the company to
The hands, encased in plexig- significantly enlarge the R & D staff.
lass boxes, are $1,000.

OTASCO

USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY• NO EXTRA CHARGE
ELECTRIC

ROAD RACE

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

309

No, 16th Street

Is Now Open Under New Management
NEW OWNERS: RAPHAEL (Little Refe) Jones

If you don't like our food and service,
tell us, don't tell someone

else!

Specializing In Plate Lunches

MAMA
$
4

Create your own championship racing.
Exciting Super '100 has 4 fastback
shells, 2 chassis assemblies with new
Dyna Mite motors 72 to

RINKA WEIDOLL_
WITH TRUNK

Many projects, such as dams
and other major public works,
must by law be justified with
proof that their benefits are
greater than their costs.
But the intangible values of
nature have been difficult to estimate in dollars, and therefore
have been scarcely counted on
the cost side of the cost-benefit
equation.
Horvath, chairman of the Environmental Research Group at
Georgia State University in Atlanta, said that when he took
on the project in 1968 he had to
find some way of estimating
the dollar worth of environmental intangibles.
The result was the assignment of some 400 field interviewers to question 12,068
households from Maryland to
eastern Texas and from Arkansas to Florida—roughly ten
times the usual sampling of the
established nationwide public
opinion polls.
The survey searched out residents who customarily indulged
in hunting, fishing, bird-watching or other forms of recreation
that depend on fish and wildlife.
They were asked how much a
day of such recreation was
worth to them, and how much
money it would take to persuade than to give up a day of
wildlife recreation. A third
question was how many days'
pay they actually lost by taking
time off for such recreation.
The study did not try to evaluate the worth of nonwikthfe
natural nib/este:4=
enjoyed
campers or 1011.01E-Hortrath
Oninary results showed that wildlife enthusiasts figured such recreation was worth $24 billion a
year to them and they would
not give it up for less than $31
billion.

MAMA'DOLLAND CRADLE

A doll that will be loved by its
owner. 13 inches tall. Moving
ayes, rooted heir. rl '077 5

'1'm not as concerned with
-the revenue as I am with the
protection of people who live in
residentially zoned neighborhoods," the building inspector
said
"I know a lot of people don't
want to have to put up with this
kind of thing," Holleran added.

Jaymar

MUSIC
BOX
Revolving Ballerina and

Snap-On Doll. Box plays
familiar tune. 72 7s4 s

50.6 7

University Inn Restaurant

he Choke

OF EITHER ONE OF THESE
DELIGHTFUL DOLLS FROM OTASCO
FOR THE SAME LOW PRICE'

More Than 100 Pieces

A bean bag tossing contest of Tic Tac Toe Great
for the whole family

WASHINGTON (A?) — A
five-year project to appraise
nature in the same currency as
a dam or canal has estimated
fish and wildlife alone are
worth a whopping $24 billion a
year to recreation users in
southeastern states.
Other areas of the country
were not studied.
The study, due for release
Later this month, hands new
ammunition to environment
groups that feel the environmental costs of land and water
development projects outweigh
the economic benefits.
Economist Joseph Horvath,
leader of the government-sponsored study, told a newsman
the $24 billion estimate for the
Southeast was, if anything, on
the conservative side.
"You could go to the Supreme Court with this study, it
is so thoroughly done," Horvath
said in an interview.
That is exactly where it may
end up some day, as environment groups continue to file
lawsuits to block federal construction projects.

TOYS•GIFTS

3.11

$S
Value

333

Battery operated with 10 sayings.
Batteries not included. net,.

The Finest in Floor Care

Upright

VACUUM

'14" Value

SHAG-RAKE
NOZZLE

With this EUREKA Cleaner

FITS ALL CANISTER-TYPE
VACUUM CLEANERS

upholstery

dotting
0ruth

brusi,

Plus uprights with
attachments Fluffs
as it rakes & deep
cleans.

hoc,
odop,e,

REGINA Ai

Ifit,11(110C41

ELECTRIKBROOM

VACUUM
CLEANER
Only
26
"

USE
OTASCO
CREDIT

• 2-WAY DIAL-A-NAP RUG ADJUSTMENT. Just "tune- it to any rug,
from low-pile to deep shag !
• POWER-DRIVEN BEATER BAR BRUSH
loosens deep down dirt, fluffs
up crushed nap.
• LARGE SIZED BAG allows top per.
... for less changing.
Handle adjusts for three comfortable working positions. Lifetime lubricated motor never
needs oiling. .
,
,
•

Does work of
vacuum cleaner,
dust mop, broom
upholstery brush.
-Xfctz-y -.Gai;eg Owl
Cup—no bogs to,,
buy. ii,ss

EUREKA

Canister-Style

CLEANER
• 6 Convenient
attachments
Powerful derep•
cleaning motor. Fhp
top lid Easy roll
wheels t•wo
tr"

5-10/18—Toys

OTASCO
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- • •-•
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• 9-8
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JIM ADAMS
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U.S. Choice

Swiss STEAK RIB STEAK
$119

TableRite

S9c

lb.
Field's

Sausage
•
Pattie

U.S. Choicc.

9
9

Hamburger

Fresh
Store
Made

I.G.A.

34b. Can *

Canned

Ham

Frosty Morn

lb

Wieners

12-oz pkg.

U.S. Choice

*REEzeR

89

Frosty Morn

89'

Bacon

79;

f

"MOW

Dick George
Eggs

an 4% 46
SmaN

Short Ribs
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Freezer Beef Cut a
nd Wrapped
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.
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-
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Nabisco "Super Cookie

AT NO CHARGE

s"

Toaster Pastries

294

IT,Hunt's

No. 303 Can

Fruit 6)
Cocktail

No- 300 Can

Punch
Giant Size

591

I.G.A.

Grapefruit

Eatweli

TUNA

Iceberg

-LETTUCE
Large Head1

9;

Northern

Towels
Big Roll

29;

Nor 'ern

Tissue 331
Instant Tea Purex 99
;
35
;

KRAUT

44b. Bucket

6,?oz.

I.G.A.

Viasic

Benton

46-oz. can

4
3
c
Juice

CRANBERRY SAUCE

TO TOUT

Co.
;
omato Sauce25
SORGHU
M

5

I.G.A.

to Your Specificat
ions!

25
0t 39

4-Roll Pkg.

Lipton

3-oz. 69;

Gal.Ai

Green

PEPPERS

10;
P4

ORANGES 1

69;

5-1b. Bag

